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Abstract
The work presented investigates speeding up MCMC methods by introducing control variates
based on approximate solutions of the Poisson equation. In the setting of Metropolis-Hastings
chains in Rd two scalable approaches of approximately solving the Poisson equation are dis-
cussed. In both cases an underlying weakly convergent sequence of related Markov chains,
enumerated by a scaling parameter, is identified and results, asymptotic in the scaling param-
eter, are given for the achieved improvement.
In the first approach control variates are constructed according to a sequence of finer and
finer partitions of the state-space of the Metropolis-Hastings chain, with the mesh of the par-
tition serving as the scaling parameter. In this context it is shown, that as the mesh reduces
arbitrarily, so does the asymptotic variance in the Central limit theorem associated with the
control variate given by the partition.
The second approach assumes a target density of a product type and scales the dimen-
sion of the state-space and the variance of the proposal simultaneously. The resulting weakly
convergent sequence converges to a Langevin diffusion, which is then used to construct con-
trol variates for the Metropolis-Hastings chains in the sequence. The bounds obtained in this
context suggest the improvement achieved by this approach grows almost linearly in dimension.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods, such as the Metropolis-Hastings (MH) algorithm
[MRR 53, Has70], have revolutionised applied mathematics [Dia09]. They offer a way to sample
approximately from complicated distributions and are as such adapted to deal with computation
and simulation problems in high dimensions. They have become indispensable tools in Bayesian
statistics with applications ranging from oceanography to economy [Tie94, RR04, BGJM11].
One of the main uses of MCMC methods is numerical integration, more specifically ap-
proximating expectations of high dimensional random vectors. In order to compute ρpfq ³
X fpxqρpdxq, the integral of a given function f with respect to a given probability measure ρ,
a path of a Markov chain X  tXlulPN0 with invariant measure ρ is simulated and the path
average, the random variable (RV) Skpfq : 1{k
°k1
l0 fpXlq, is used as an estimate of ρpfq.
Analysing the speed of MCMC methods, or equivalently the error of the estimator Skpfq, is
a difficult question of crucial importance. Conceptually there are two ”orthogonal” approaches
to speeding up an existing MCMC method. The first amounts to generating a path of a different
Markov chain (with the same invariant measure), converging to the equilibrium faster or being
cheaper to simulate, see for instance [RT96b, DKPR87, BR17, DLP16]. The second approach,
that we will call the control variate approach, leaves the Markov chain intact but changes the
function f , preserving its ρ-mean whilst reducing the deviations from that mean. Numerical
evidence in literature (see [AC99, PMG14, OGC17, DK12, Mey08]) supports this approach,
however, theoretical results quantifying the achieved improvement are scarce.
The main contribution of this thesis are two particular scalable instances of the control
variate approach and the theoretical results quantifying the asymptotic (in terms of the scaling
parameters) improvement they provide. The results are mainly of theoretical interest as the
methods of proofs might be useful in similar problems elsewhere. The presented control variates
might not immediately offer a lot to a practitioner but they are certainly evidence of the huge
potential for speeding up MCMC methods the control variate approach offers.
Both instances of the control variate approach are based on approximately solving the
Poisson equation for Markov chains and in both there is an underlying sequence of Markov
chains, related to the scaling parameter, converging weakly to a limiting Markov process. Both
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are studied in the context of geometrically ergodic MH chains in Rd. This context was chosen
for convenience as it is often used and well studied. It seems likely that results, analogous
to the ones presented here, could be established for other MCMC methods, sub-geometrically
ergodic Markov chains and more general state spaces.
Given a Markov chain on a general state-space X with transition kernel P and invariant
measure ρ and a ρ-integrable function f the Poisson equation for P and f is the functional
equation
fˆpxq  P fˆpxq  fpxq  ρpfq, x P X , (PE(P ,f))
where function fˆ (if it exists) is its solution. In this context f is called the force function. The
Poisson equation PE(P ,f) is of fundamental importance in many areas of probability, statistics
and engineering (see [MT09, Sec.17.7]).
Imagine a solution fˆ of the Poisson equation PE(P ,f) is known. Then the function f P fˆfˆ
is constant, and is thus the perfect change of function f in terms of the control variate approach.
It eliminates all the deviations from the mean and the estimator given by the path average
Skpf P fˆ fˆq (for any n P N) is equal to the constant ρpfq for any (not necessarily stationary)
path of the Markov chain.
However, solving the Poisson equation for the chains arising in most applications, even for
very simple functions f , is for all practical purposes impossible (see [Hen97]). Nevertheless,
this line of reasoning suggests the following heuristic:
For an approximate solution f˜ of PE(P ,f) path averages Skpf P f˜ f˜q converge to ρpfq much
faster than Skpfq. This accelerates an MCMC method significantly.
This heuristic is well known and strongly substantiated with numerical evidence. As a
method of variance reduction it has been developed in various Markovian settings [AHO93,
Hen97, HG02, HMT03]. Its applications in stochastic networks theory are described in [Mey08,
Ch. 11], while applications in statistics for the random scan Gibbs sampler were developed
in [DK12]. However, schemes for constructing f˜ found in the literature (a) depend strongly
on the structure of the underlying model and, to the best of author’s knowledge, (b) there are
no theoretical results quantifying the amount of improvement achieved by using the estimator
Skpf   P f˜  f˜q instead of Skpfq. This thesis aims to address (a) by introducing a general
scheme for constructing an approximate solution f˜ to PE(P ,f), applicable to any discrete time
Markov chain and mainly (b) by interpreting the ratio of asymptotic variances in the Central
limit theorems for estimators Skpfq and Skpf  P f˜  f˜q as a measure of improvement and then
analysing it in the setting of MH chains on Rd.
The thesis is structured as follows. In the reminder of this chapter, we briefly review some
essential results about general state-space Markov chains, in Section 1.1, and about MH chains
on Rd, in Section 1.2. It is not intended to be an extensive review of the broader subject but
rather a glossary of required results that fixes the notation and nomenclature and contributes
to the brevity of the thesis.
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Chapter 2 presents results in [MV16] (to appear in Bernoulli journal), where the following
idea is explored. Given a Markov chain, a sequence of simpler related Markov chains, for which
the Poisson equation can be explicitly solved, is constructed, one that converges weakly to
the original chain. The construction is based on dissecting the state-space into finer and finer
partitions. The true solutions to Poisson’s equations for the chains in the sequence are then
used as approximate solutions to the Poisson equation for the original chain. In the context of
MH chains it is shown, that as the mash of the partition decreases arbitrarily, the quality of
the approximate solutions increases arbitrarily.
Chapter 3, that presents results in manuscript [MV17] (in submission), studies control
variates for high dimensional Random walk Metropolis (RWM) algorithms. It exploits the
weak convergence of accelerated RWM chains with product target densities (that increas in
the dimension of the state-space) to a Langevin diffusion, introduced in the seminal paper
[RGG97], and constructs a control variate for a high-dimensional RWM chain with product
target by solving the Poisson equation for the diffusion limit. Bounds on the quality of control
variates as approximate solutions to the Poisson equation for the RWM chain are established
and suggest the benefit achieved by this approach grows almost linearly in dimension.
1.1 General state-space Markov chains
This section presents a short introduction to general state-space Markov chains, listing most
important definitions and results that will be used in the context of MH chains. We follow the
nomenclature of [MT09].
A general state-space will mean a measurable space pX , σpX qq with a countably generated
sigma-algebra σpX q. An X -valued Markov chain will mean a discrete time, time homogeneous
Markov process, taking values in X .
Definition 1.1. A Markov kernel or a transition kernel on a general state-space X is a function
P : X  σpX q Ñ r0, 1s such that
i) For every A P σpX q the function x ÞÑ Ppx,Aq is measurable.
ii) For every x P X the set function A ÞÑ Ppx,Aq is a probability measure.
An X -valued Markov chain defines a Markov kernel Ppx,Aq : PrX1 P A|X0  xs on
X . Conversely, the law of the Markov chain is completely determined by its Markov kernel
and its initial distribution X0. Given a Markov kernel P and a probability measure µ (both
on X ) it is possible to construct an X -valued Markov chain tXkukPN satisfying X0  µ and
PrXk 1 P A|Xk  xs  Ppx,Aq for all k P N0 (see [MT09, Thm. 3.4.1]).
Definition 1.2. An X -valued Markov chain X is called ψ-irreducible if there exists a sigma-
finite measure ψ on X such that PrtXn P A for some n ¥ 1u|X0  xs ¡ 0 holds for all x P X
and all A P σpX q with ψpAq ¡ 0.
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Definition 1.3. Let X be an X -valued Markov chain with Markov kernel P . A measure ρ on
X is called invariant (or stationary) with respect to X (or P) if ³X Ppx,Aqρpdxq  ρpAq for all
A P σpX q. That is if Xn  ρ, then Xn 1  ρ. A Markov chain X is called positive if it admits
an invariant probability measure.
Definition 1.4. A ψ-irreducible X -valued Markov chain X is called Harris recurrent if PrtXn P
A infinitely oftenu|X0  xs  1 holds for all A P σpX q with ψpAq ¡ 0 and all x P A. A Markov
chain is called positive Harris if it is positive and Harris recurrent.
Intuitively, ψ-irreducibility means there is a non-zero chance that the Markov chain will
visit a given set of considerable size (with respect to ψ) in the future, regardless of the current
location. Harris recurrence additionally means this set will in fact be visited infinitely many
times. Both notions are generalisations of classic notions of irreducibility and recurrence for
Markov chains on countable state-spaces. To learn more about them, as well as about other
possible generalisations, an interested reader is referred to [MT09, Chp. 4-9]. Positive Harris
Markov chains provide a good theoretical framework for this dissertation as most Markov
chains arising in MCMC literature are positive Harris. The next result follows from [MT09,
Thm. 10.0.1].
Theorem 1.1. An X -valued positive Harris Markov chain X admits a unique invariant prob-
ability measure ρ and is ρ-irreducible.
For a measurable function f : X Ñ R denote its integral with respect to ρ (if it exists)
with ρpfq : ³X fpxqρpdxq. As usual denote, for p P r1,8q, with Lppρq the Banach space of all
measurable functions f : X Ñ R satisfying }f}p : ρp|f |pq1{p   8.
For f P L1pρq we can define a function Pf : X Ñ R by Pfpxq : ErfpX1q|X0  xs ³
X fpyqPpx, dyq. Moreover, Pf P L1pρq and ρpPfq  ρpfq since ρ is invariant for P . Hence, P
can be understood as a norm preserving linear operator on L1pρq or, by Jensen’s inequality, as
a bounded operator on Lppρq for p P p1,8q.
The following theorem, the Strong law of large numbers for Markov chains (SLLN), is an
essential result for analysing MCMC methods. It ensures an MCMC method works, specifi-
cally that the path averages of a function actually converge to its integral with respect to the
stationary measure. For the proof see [MT09, Thm. 17.1.7].
Theorem 1.2 (Strong law of large numbers). Let X be an X -valued positive Harris Markov
chain with invariant probability measure ρ and initial distribution µ. If f P L1pρq, then the RVs
Skpfq  1{k
°k1
l0 fpXlq satisfy
lim
kÑ8
Skpfq  ρpfq a.s. (SLLN(X,f))
Another fundamental question, that is harder to answer, is how quickly the path averages
converge. The thesis is concerned only with Markov chains where this convergence happens at
a geometric rate. To analyse them we need to introduce the following two technical conditions.
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Definition 1.5. Given a Markov kernel P on space X a set C P σpX q satisfies a minorisation
condition, if there exists γ ¡ 0 and a probability measure ν on X such that νpCq  1 and
Ppx,Aq ¥ γνpAq, A P σpX q, x P C. (1.1)
We will refer to the set C as the minorising set. A Markov chain is called strongly aperiodic if
a minorising set exists.
The condition guarantees a level of similarity of transition kernels across the minorising
set. In MCMC examples it is typically compact sets that satisfy minorisation (or related)
conditions.
Definition 1.6. An X -valued Markov chain X (or its Markov kernel P) satisfies a geometric
drift condition, if there exist constants λ P p0, 1q, κ ¡ 0, minorising set C and a function
V : X Ñ r1,8q, called the geometric drift function, such that
PV pxq ¤ λV pxq   κ1Cpxq, x P X . (1.2)
The geometric drift condition ensures, that along the path of the Markov chain the value of a
function V on average decreases geometrically when outside of the minorising set C. Somewhat
more general versions of both conditions are more common in literature (see [MT09, Chp. 5,15]),
but for the sake of brevity we use the above forms.
Definition 1.7. Associated with the drift function V from (1.2) are the following spaces:
L8V : tf : X Ñ R; f measurable and }f}V   8u , where }f}V : sup
xPX
|fpxq|
V pxq , (1.3)
M8V : tµ; µ signed measure on X and }µ}V   8u , where }µ}V : sup
|f |¤V
|µpfq|.(1.4)
Remark 1.1. Spaces pL8V , }  }V q and (M8V , }  }V q are dual Banach spaces. Moreover, any
bounded linear operator B on L8V induces a linear operator B
 on the dual space M8V , given
by pBµqpAq : µBp1Aq for all A P σpX q, and their operator norms agree }B}V  }B}V
(see [HLL99, Sec. 7]). The geometric drift condition (1.2) ensures Markov kernel P defines a
bounded operator on L8V and we can interpret Pµ  µP 
³
X µpdxqP px, dyq.
Definition 1.8. Let P be the Markov kernel of an X -valued Markov chain X with an invariant
probability measure ρ. Suppose there exists a function W : X Ñ r1,8q and constants MW ¡ 0
and θW P p0, 1q such that
}Pnpx, q  ρ}W ¤MW θnWW pxq, x P X , n P N0
holds. Then the chain X is called geometric ergodic or W -uniformly ergodic.
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Here Pnpx, q denotes the measure according to which Xn, given X0  x, is distributed.
Equivalently, it is the measure δxPn obtained by applying the operator P to Dirac measure
δx PM8V n-times.
Geometric ergodicity means that the distribution of the Markov chain converges to the
stationary distribution geometrically fast. There are many other equivalent definitions, see
[MT09, Chp. 15,16] and [RR97, Prop. 2.1, Thm. 2.1].
A geometric drift condition implies geometric ergodicity. Moreover the constants M and
θ can be taken as explicit expressions of the constants in minorisation and geometric drift
conditions (see [Bax05, Thm. 1.1] and [MT94, Thm. 2.4] for proofs and explicit formulas).
Theorem 1.3. Let P be the Markov kernel of a positive Harris X -valued Markov chain X
with an invariant probability measure ρ that satisfies the geometric drift condition in (1.2) with
minorising set satisfying (1.1). Then the chain X is geometrically ergodic. Moreover, there
exist constants θV P p0, 1q and MV ¡ 0, depending only (and explicitly) on γ, λ and κ from
(1.1) and (1.2), such that
}Pnpx, q  ρ}V ¤MV θnV V pxq, x P X , n P N0.
Now we state a version of the Central limit theorem (CLT) for geometrically ergodic Markov
chains, that will be essential for analysing the error of MCMC estimates. We follow the version
of [MT09, Thm. 17.0.1]. For a review of other versions of the theorem see [RR04, Sec. 5] and
[JR02, Thm 4.2].
Theorem 1.4 (Central limit theorem). Let X be a positive Harris W -uniformly ergodic
X -valued Markov chain with invariant probability ρ and let f : X Ñ R satisfy }f 2}W   8.
Then the RVs Skpfq  1{k
°k1
l0 fpXlq satisfy
?
k pSkpfq  ρpfqq wÝÑ σf Np0, 1q as k Ñ 8 (CLT(X,f))
for some constant σf ¡ 0. The convergence is in distribution and Np0, 1q denotes the standard
normal RV.
The CLT implies the variance of Skpfq is approximately equal to σ2f{k. The constant σ2f is
called the asymptotic variance and it provides a natural way to quantify how quickly a path
average Skpfq converges to ρpfq. In MCMC context it can hence be used as a measurement of
effectiveness of an MCMC method.
Definition 1.9. An X -valued Markov chain X with transition kernel P is reversible with
respect to a probability measure ρ, if ρpdxqPpx, dyq  ρpdyqPpy, dxq. Put differently, for any
A,B P σpX q:
PrX1 P A,X0 P B|X0  ρs  PrX1 P B,X0 P A|X0  ρs.
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Note that, if a Markov chain is reversible with respect to ρ, then ρ is an invariant measure
of the chain (see [RR04, Prop. 1].
A reversible Markov chain induces a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space L2pρq. Clearly
1 is the largest eigenvalue of P , as P1X  1X . If P is a kernel of a positive Harris geometrically
ergodic Markov chain, then 1X is the only eigenfunction of 1 and P (or X) has a spectral gap
1  θ0. That means H  tf | f P L2pρq, ρpfq  0u is an invariant subspace of L2pρq and the
spectrum ΘpP |Hq of P restricted to H satisfies ΘpP |Hq  rθ0, θ0s with θ0   1 (see [RR97,
Thm. 2.1]). Following [KV86] and [Gey92] and using the spectral representation of P |H and
σ2f the following result follows.
Theorem 1.5. Let X, f, ρ and σf be as in Theorem 1.4 and additionally let X be reversible
with respect to ρ. Then σ2f ¤ 2Varρpfq{p1  θ0q, where Varρpfq : ρpf 2q  ρpfq2 and 1  θ0 is
the spectral gap of the chain X.
If X, f, ρ and σf are as in Theorem 1.4 and g is another function satisfying g
2 ¤ W and
ρpgq  0 then (CLT(X,f   g) also holds with a different, possibly smaller, asymptotic vari-
ance σ2f g. Function g is called control variate (sometimes surrogate function). Choosing
an appropriate control variate can lead to substantial acceleration of MCMC methods (see
[AC99, PMG14, OGC17, DK12]). Theorem 1.5 suggests a good control variate is one where
Varρpf   gq is small. This leads to the following definition.
Definition 1.10. Let X be a positive Harris X -valued Markov chain with transition kernel P
and invariant measure ρ and f P L1pρq. The Poisson equation for P and f is the functional
equation
fˆpxq  P fˆpxq  fpxq  ρpfq, x P X , (PE(P ,f))
where function fˆ P L1pρq (if it exists) is its solution. In this context f is called force function.
Note that f P fˆ fˆ  ρpfq, making σ2
f P fˆfˆ  0 and P fˆ fˆ a perfect control variate. The
following theorem deals with existence and uniqueness of solutions to the Poisson equation. It
follows from [GM96, Prop. 1.1 and Thm. 2.3].
Theorem 1.6. Let X be a positive Harris X -valued Markov chain with transition kernel P and
invariant measure ρ. Suppose X satisfies a geometric drift condition (1.2) and f P L8V . Then
a solution fˆ to PE(P ,f) exists, takes the form fˆpxq  °8k0pPkfpxq  ρpfqq, satisfies fˆ P L8V
and is unique up to addition of a constant function (if fˆ1 and fˆ2 are two such functions, then
fˆ1  fˆ2  c ρ-a.e. for some constant c).
1.2 Metropolis-Hastings algorithms on Euclidean spaces
In this section we briefly list some crucial results about MH chains. We follow [Tie94],[MT96]
and [RR04]. Throughout the section we will assume pX , σpX qq  pRd,BpRdqq (equipped with
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the Borel sigma-algebra) for some d P N. Given a probability measure ρ on Rd and a function
f P L1pρq we are interesting in computing ρpfq. We will assume ρ has density with respect to
the Lebesgue measure and abuse the notation by again denoting the density with ρ. We call ρ
the target density or target measure.
Next let q : Rd  Rd Ñ R be a positive measurable function such that ³Rd qpx, yqdy  1 for
all x P Rd and introduce the Markov kernel Qpx,Aq : ³
A
qpx, yqdy. We will call Q the proposal
kernel and q the proposal density.
Given target ρ and proposal density q denote, for x, y P Rd, the acceptance probability,
αpx, yq : 1^ ρpyqqpy, xq
ρpxqqpx, yq . (1.5)
Here a^ b  minpa, bq for a, b P R and we define αpx, yq : 1 if ρpxqqpx, yq  0.
Definition 1.11. Let ρ be a target density and q a proposal density. Metropolis-Hastings chain
is a Markov chain X evolving according to a Markov kernel
P px, dyq : αpx, yqqpx, yqdy  

1
»
Rd
αpx, zqqpx, zqdz


δxpdyq, x P Rd. (MH(ρ,q))
Provided we can draw samples from Qpx, dyq for all x P Rd, a MH chain can be simulated as
follows. Pick the initial state according to X0  µ. Then, given Xk at time k ¥ 0, generate a
proposal Yk 1 according to the proposal kernel QpXk, dyq and evaluate αpXk, Yk 1q. Next, flip
an independent coin with heads probability αpXk, Yk 1q. In case of heads accept the proposal
and set Xk 1  Yk 1. In case of tails reject the proposal and set Xk 1  Xk.
MH chains are designed to have the prescribed invariant measure ρ, as the following Propo-
sition confirms (see [RR04, Prop. 1 & 2] for the proof).
Proposition 1.7. MH chain with kernel P MH(ρ,q) is reversible with respect to ρ. Conse-
quently, ρ is an invariant measure of P .
Unlike the target density, proposal density and proposal kernel are for us to choose. This
leads to many MH chains, all having the same invariant measure ρ. Random walk Metropolis
chains, defined bellow, are the most standard choice of particular relevance for this work. For
other options see [RT96b, DKPR87] and review papers [RR04, Tie94]).
Definition 1.12. Random walk Metropolis (RWM) chain is a MH chain with Markov kernel
P MH(ρ,q) satisfying qpx, yq  qpy xq for a density q on Rd. A RWM is called symmetric
if qpxq  qpxq holds for all x P Rd.
Henceforth, we will abuse the notation and simply write q instead of q. In case of a
symmetric RWM the formula (1.5) for acceptance probability simplifies to αpx, yq : 1 ^ ρpyq
ρpxq .
For instance a MH chain with proposal kernel Qpx, dyq  Npx, σ2q, a normal RV with mean x
and variance σ2, is a symmetric RWM chain.
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MH chains have many nice properties as soon as target ρ and proposal q densities are
continuous and strictly positive. The following proposition sums this up. It follows from
[MT96, Lem. 1.1&1.2] and [Tie94, Thm. 1, Cor. 2].
Proposition 1.8. Let X be a MH chain with transition kernel P MH(ρ,q), where ρ and q are
continuous and strictly positive. Then X is ρ-irreducible, positive Harris and every compact set
C  Rd satisfies a minorisation condition.
Conditions of Proposition 1.8 already guarantee the SLLN(X,f) holds for a f P L1pρq. For
the CLT to hold geometric ergodicity is required as well, establishing that however, is a more
difficult task. Sufficient conditions on target and proposal in case of symmetric RWM chains are
given in [MT96, RT96a, JH00]. See also [RT96b] for geometrically ergodic Metropolis Adjusted
Langevin chains (a different MH algorithm).
Definition 1.13. A target density ρ on Rd is super-exponential if it is positive, continuously
differentiable and satisfies lim|x|Ñ8px{|x|q ∇ log ρpxq  8.
This definition and the theorems following are taken from [JH00]. It can be shown, that a
super-exponential target decays faster then any exponential function along any ray from the
origin and that
³
Rd e
s|x|ρpxqdx   8 for any s ¡ 0.
Theorem 1.9. If ρ is super-exponential and q is continuous and positive, then a symmetric
RWM chain with kernel P MH(ρ,q) is geometrically ergodic if and only if the proposal kernel
Q satisfies
lim inf
|x|Ñ8
Qpx, ty P Rd|ρpyq ¥ pipxquq ¡ 0. (1.6)
Moreover, if (1.6) holds, a drift condition (1.2) is satisfied with V proportional to ρ1{2.
For the proof of the theorem see [JH00, Thm. 4.1]. Intuitively, the condition (1.6) means
that there is a positive chance a proposal is drawn from a region where it will certainly be
accepted.
The following result, [JH00, Thm. 4.3], which guarantees geometric ergodicity if the gradient
of the target is pointing (considerably) inwards as we move away from the origin, will also be
required.
Theorem 1.10. If q is continuous and positive, ρ is super-exponential and satisfies
lim sup
|x|Ñ8
px{|x|q  p∇ρpxq{|∇ρpxq|q   0,
then a symmetric RWM chain with kernel P MH(ρ,q) is geometrically ergodic and again (1.2)
holds with V proportional to ρ1{2.
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Chapter 2
Partition based approximate solutions
to the Poisson equation
A partition A  tA0, A1, . . . Amu of a state-space X along with a set of representatives A 
ta0, a1, . . . amu, where aj P Aj for 0 ¤ j ¤ m, will be called an allotment and denoted X 
pA,Aq. Given a Markov kernel P with invariant measure ρ, evolving on state-space X , a
function f P L1pρq and an allotment X, consider the following scheme for constructing an
approximate solution f˜ to PE(P ,f), applicable to any discrete time Markov chain.
Scheme
Input: Transition kernel P , function f : X Ñ R, allotment X  pA,Aq.
begin
(I) Define PX P Rpm 1qpm 1q and fX : AÑ R respectively by
pPXqij : Ppai, Ajq and fXpajq : fpajq, where i, j P t0, 1, . . . ,mu.
(II) Find a solution fˆX of the Poisson equation PE(PX,fX).
(III) Define f˜X :
°m
j1 fˆXpajq1Aj .
end
Output: Approximate solution f˜X : X Ñ R to the Poisson equation PE(P ,f).
In this chapter we analyse the above Scheme in the context where P is a MH kernel on
Rd. The main result of this chapter (Theorem 2.1 below) states, that for an appropriately
chosen allotment X, the function f˜X is an arbitrarily good approximate solution to PE(P ,f) in
the following sense. Given a MH chain X with Markov kernel P MH(ρ,q) and a function f
(belonging to an appropriate class of MH chains and functions), it holds, that for every  ¡ 0,
there exists an allotment X such that the asymptotic variance σ2f,X in the CLT(X,f  P f˜X f˜X)
satisfies σ2f,X ¤ . Provided extra technical conditions are satisfied, we show that applying the
Scheme to a sequence of allotments tXnunPN with a finer and finer partition mesh results in a
sequence of asymptotic variances tσ2f,XnunPN converging to zero.
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To the best of author’s knowledge, this is the first systematic approach capable of reducing
the asymptotic variance arbitrarily for a general class of discrete-time Markov chains. The
proof hinges on the uniform convergence to stationarity of a sequence of approximating Markov
chains, which in turn crucially depends on Theorem 1.3 and the formulas in [MT94, Bax05] (see
Section 2.2.1 below for details). Step (II) in the Scheme amounts to solving a linear system and
can be carried out provided that the stochastic matrix PX is irreducible. Moreover, the Poisson
equation PE(PX,fX) has a solution that is unique up to the addition of a constant function. All
this follows from Theorem 1.6. Alternatively, see [MS02, Thm. 9.3] for a proof hinging only
on the theory of countable state-space Markov chains. Furthermore, the asymptotic variance
in CLT(X,f   P f˜X  f˜X) does not depend on the choice of fˆX in step (II) of the Scheme.
The approximation Scheme exploits the stochastic evolution implicitly present in PE(P ,f).
As in [HG02, HMT03, Mey08], we are using the true solution of the Poisson equation for a
related Markov process to construct f˜ . In present context, the approximation of fˆ is based on
the weak approximation of the chain X by a sequence of “simpler” finite state Markov chains
(converging in law to X), such that the solutions of the Poisson equations for the approximating
chains can be characterised algebraically. The approximating Markov chain underpinning the
Scheme mimics the behaviour of X as follows: its state-space is a partition tA0, A1, . . . , Amu
of the state-space X and its transition matrix consists of the probabilities of X jumping from
a chosen element in Ai into the set Aj.
The approximation of a given Markov chain with a finite-state chain given by the Scheme
is akin to others previously mentioned in the literature that are also based on a partition or
a covering of the state-space, see for instance [RS62, HS84, Ros92] and [MR02]. These papers
relate the speed of convergence to equilibrium of the initial and of the approximating Markov
chains. They do not however address potential similarity of the Poisson equations.
Theorem 2.1 is theoretical in nature as the partition in X that provably reduces the variance
below a prescribed level typically requires a large number of approximating states m. However,
Example 2.4.2 in Section 2.4.2 below demonstrates numerically that in the case of a RWM chain
converging to a double-well potential, the Scheme applied with only m  6 points reduces the
variance by approximately 10% (see Section 2.4 below for details).
A natural question arising from Theorem 2.1 is about the rate of the decay of the sequence of
asymptotic variances σ2n Ñ 0 associated with a sequence of ever finer allotments. Theorem 2.8
shows that the decay is governed by the greater of the two quantities: the mesh of the partition
on the bounded set RdzAn0 and the ρ-average of the squared drift function of the chain over
An0 (see Section 2.1 for definitions). Furthermore, for the chains studied in [RT96a, JH00],
Theorem 2.8 implies a bound on the rate of decay in terms of the target density ρ alone (see
Proposition 2.9 below).
The reminder of the chapter is organised as follows. Section 2.1 formulates the main result
(Theorem 2.1). In Section 2.2 we prove Theorem 2.1. The structure of the proof is given at
the start of the Section 2.2, while Sections 2.2.1 and 2.2.2 carry out the steps. In Section 2.3
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we state and prove Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 2.9, bounding the rate of convergence of
the asymptotic variances to zero. Section 2.4 describes the implementation of the Scheme
(Section 2.4.1) and gives numerical examples (Section 2.4.2).
2.1 Assumptions and the main result
For the rest of this chapter we assume that the kernel P MH(ρ,q) satisfies the following
assumptions:
A1: There exists a continuous function V : Rd Ñ r1,8q, such that ρpV 2q   8, V has bounded
sub-level sets (that is V 1 pr1, csq is bounded for every c ¥ 1) and
PV pxq ¤ λV V pxq   κV 1CV pxq, x P Rd,
for constants λV P p0, 1q, κV ¡ 0 and a compact set CV  Rd.
A2: The target density ρ : Rd Ñ p0,8q is continuous and strictly positive.
A3: The proposal density q : Rd  Rd Ñ p0,8q is continuous, strictly positive and bounded.
Remark 2.1. (i) Assumptions A2 and A3 are standard, while A1 is a geometric drift condition
(see (1.2)) with extra continuity and boundedness requirements. Widely used classes of
RWM chains satisfying A1-A3 are given in [MT96, RT96a, JH00]. See also [RT96b] for
examples of MALA chains satisfying A1-A3.
(ii) If ρpV q   8 but ρpV 2q  8, we may work with ?V instead of V , as Jensen’s inequality
implies P p?V q ¤ ?λV
?
V  ?κV 1CV , thus restricting our results to f P L8?V .
(iii) For a MH kernel P satisfying A1-A3 and f P L8V there exists a solution fˆ to PE(P ,f) that
is an element of L8V . The solution fˆ is unique up to the addition of a constant function
(see Theorem 1.6).
(iv) Assumptions A1-A3 imply that the MH chain X driven by P is ρ-irreducible (i.e µLeb-
irreducible), strongly aperiodic and positive Harris recurrent (see Proposition 1.8). In
particular, the SLLN(X,f) and the CLT(X,f) hold for f P L8V .
(v) Geometric drift condition A1 implies that for g P L8V we have ρpg2q   8, Pgpxq is well
defined for any x P Rd, Pg P L8V and ρpPg  gq  0. In particular, CLT(X,f   Pg  g)
holds with mean ρpfq and (possibly substantially reduced) asymptotic variance σ2f Pgg.
Remark 2.1(v) motivates the following definition.
Definition 2.1. Let X be a MH chain driven by kernel P MH(ρ,q). Let tgnunPN be a
sequence in L8V with the asymptotic variance σ
2
n in the CLT(X,f   Pgn  gnq. We say that
tgnunPN asymptotically solves the Poisson equation PE(P ,f) if limnÑ8 σ2n  0.
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Remark 2.2. (a) If tgnunPN asymptotically solves the Poisson equation PE(P ,f), so does tgn 
cnunPN for any sequence tcnunPN of real numbers.
(b) Definition 2.1 does not require the MH structure on Rd and can be extended trivially to
Markov chains on general state-spaces satisfying an appropriate CLT.
Now we introduce allotments and define a sequence of functions that asymptotically solves
the Poisson equation PE(P ,f).
Definition 2.2. (a) Let A be a partition of Rd into measurable sets A0, A1, . . . , Am, such that
Ymj1Aj is bounded and µLebpAjq ¡ 0 holds for all 0 ¤ j ¤ m. Let A  ta0, a1, . . . , amu
be a set of representatives : aj P Aj for all 0 ¤ j ¤ m. The pair X : pA,Aq is called an
allotment and m be the size of the allotment X.
(b) Let W : Rd Ñ r1,8q be a measurable function and X an allotment. The W -radius and
W -mesh of the allotment X are defined by
radpX,W q : inf
yPA0
W pyq, (2.1)
δpX,W q : max

max
1¤j¤m
sup
yPAj
|y  aj|, max
0¤j¤m
sup
yPAj

W pajq
W pyq  1


, (2.2)
respectively, where |x| denotes the Euclidean norm of x P Rd.
(c) A sequence of allotments tXnunPN is exhaustive with respect to the function W in (b) if
the following holds: limnÑ8 radpXn,W q  8 and limnÑ8 δpXn,W q  0.
Remark 2.3. (i) For any continuous function W : Rd Ñ r1,8q with bounded sub-level sets it
can be shown there exists an exhaustive sequence of allotments.
(ii) Note that A0 is the only unbounded set in the partition of an allotment X. For the W -
radius of X to be large, the union Ymj1Aj of all the bounded sets in the partition has to
cover the part of Rd where W is small.
(iii) The W -mesh is a maximum of two quantities: the first is a standard mesh of the partition
tA1, . . . , Amu of the bounded set RzA0  Ymj1Aj. The second quantity in (2.2) implies
that for the W -mesh to be small, representatives aj have to be chosen so that W pajq and
infyPAj W pyq are close to each other, relative to size of W on Aj. Intuitively, if W pa0q is
close to infyPA0 W pyq and W is continuously differentiable, then the second term in (2.2)
is approximately equal to
max
1¤j¤m
sup
yPAj
pp∇ logW pyqq  py  ajqq .
Thus, if W does not exhibit super-exponential growth, the representatives a1, . . . , am can
be chosen arbitrarily.
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We can now state the main result of this chapter.
Theorem 2.1. Let the transition kernel P MH(ρ,q) of a MH chain X satisfy A1-A3 for a
drift function V . Let f P L8V be continuous ρ-a.e. and let tXn  pAn,AnqunPN be an exhaustive
sequence of allotments with respect to V , where An  tAn0 , . . . , Anmnu and An  tanj P Anj :
j  0, 1, . . . ,mnu. For each n P N, let f˜n be the output of the Scheme with input P , f and
Xn. Then the sequence tf˜nunPN asymptotically solves the Poisson equation PE(P ,f), that is the
asymptotic variance σ2n in CLT(X,f   P f˜n  f˜n) converges to zero as nÑ 8.
Remark 2.4. Functions f˜n in Theorem 2.1 are well defined. This is because all the entries
pPnqij : pPXnqij  P pani , Anj q 
$&
%
³
Anj
αpani , yqqpani , yqdy if i  j
1 ³RdzAni αpani , yqqpani , yqdy if i  j
(2.3)
of stochastic matrices Pn, constructed by the Scheme with input P , f and Xn, are strictly
positive by assumptions A2, A3 and Definition 2.2(a) (µLebpAnj q ¡ 0 for all j). Hence, the
chain on An, driven by Pn, is irreducible, recurrent, aperiodic and admits a unique invariant
probability measure ρn. Moreover, the Poisson equation for Pn and any force function on An
has a solution, unique up to addition of a constant (See Theorem 1.6).
The Theorem 2.1 should be easily generalisable to a different reasonable state space, say an
open subset of Rd, or to situations where multiple unbounded partition sets were considered.
Based on computer simulations that are not included in the thesis it seems the geometric drift
condition A1 can be relaxed to a weaker version requiering only polynomal ergodicity (see
[JR02]) and that the positivity of the proposal in A3 can be relaxed to positivity around the
current location (as in [RT96a] and [JH00]). In cases where the CLT does not hold the estimator
Skpf P f˜n f˜nq (obtained by the Scheme for a fine partition) still seems to hugely outperform
Skpfq, but a new criterion for comparison (different to the asymptotic variance) is needed to
quantify the improvement.
The proof of Theorem 2.1 does not rely heavily on the structure of MH kernels. Emulating
the proof appears feasible at least for other Markov kernels which consist of a Dirac part and
a strong Feller part (see [MT09, Chp. 6] for the definition). More specifically, reversibility is
needed in Proposition 2.2, but an analogous result can be obtained without it. In the proof
of Proposition 2.3 b), we use the fact that the non-Dirac component T px, dyq of P px, dyq has
positive and continuous density with respect to the Lebesgue measure. Finally, in proofs of
Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.1 we require T px, dyq to exhibit the following form of continuity,
limnÑ8 }T px, q  T panpxq, q}V  0 for ρ-a.e. x (here }  }V is as in Definition 1.7 and anpxq °mn
j0 a
n
j 1Anj pxq).
The issue that makes Theorem 2.1 not applicable in practise is that the number of partition
sets required for a given improvement grows exponentially with dimension. The essential feature
of a partition needed to construct a good control variate with the Scheme is that within each
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partition set Ai the values of f , P p, Ajq (for each j) and fˆ (the true solution to PE(P ,f)) do
not change a lot. In the proof of Theorem 2.1 this is achieved through continuity by very finely
dissecting the relevant part of the state space. If it was possible to construct such a partition
in a smarter way, requiring significantly less partition sets in higher dimensions, the potential
of such a method to speed up MCMC would be sensational.
2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.1
The central object in the proof of Theorem 2.1 is the function
∆pgq : Pg  g   f  ρpfq, (2.4)
which measures the failure of a function g to be a solution of the Poisson equation PE(P ,f).
Intuitively, the closer ∆pgq is to zero the better.
First we show that a sequence of functions tgnunPN in L8V asymptotically solves the Poisson
equation PE(P ,f), if limnÑ8 ρp∆pgnq2q  0. This is straightforward.
Proposition 2.2. Let the sequence tgnunPN in L8V satisfy limnÑ8 ρ p∆pgnq2q  0. Then tgnunPN
asymptotically solves PE(P ,f) in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Proof. By points (iv) and (v) of Remark 2.1 Theorem 1.5 implies the asymptotic variance σ2n
in CLT(X,f   Pgn  gn) satisfies σ2n ¤ 2Varρpf   Pgn  gnq{p1  θ0q  2ρp∆pgnq2q{p1  θ0q,
where θ0 is the spectral gap of the MH chain X. The result follows.
The remaining part of the proof is more involved. It consists of verifying that functions
tf˜nunPN, defined in Theorem 2.1, indeed satisfy limnÑ8 ρp∆pf˜nq2q  0. The key underlying
fact needed for this purpose is that the family of the approximating finite state Markov chains
driven by the stochastic matrices tPnunPN converge to their respective stationary distributions
tρnunPN uniformly in n P N. This step is facilitated by Theorem 1.3, which states that the
constants appearing in the geometric ergodicity estimate depend only and explicitly on the
constants in the drift and minorisation and conditions for that chain. In Section 2.2.1 we show
that these constants can be chosen independently of n P N (Proposition 2.3 below) and establish
the uniform convergence to stationarity (Proposition 2.4 below).
In Section 2.2.2 we establish convergence in L2pρq of the sequence t∆pf˜nqunPN. In addition
to the uniform convergence to stationarity, the proof requires a further weak approximation
by a family of finite state Markov chains with stationary distributions that are explicit in the
target density ρ (see (2.12) below). Note that the stationary laws ρn of the chains generated
by the stochastic matrices Pn, defined in (2.3), cannot be expressed explicitly in terms of ρ.
Remark 2.5. Auxiliary notation: In addition to the notation used in the statement of The-
orem 2.1 and Remark 2.4, throughout the remainder of the section we will use the following
objects:
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• fˆ : solution of PE(P ,f) in L8V (see Remark 2.1(iii)).
• fn and vn: restrictions of f and V to the set An, respectively.
• fˆn: solution of PE(Pn,fn) constructed within the Scheme (see Remark 2.4).
• δn : δpXn, V q: the V -mesh of the allotment Xn defined in (2.2).
2.2.1 Uniform convergence to stationarity
Fix an exhaustive sequence of allotments tXnunPN and stochastic matrices tPnunPN, as in Re-
mark 2.4. The main aim of this section is to prove that the corresponding chains are geomet-
rically ergodic uniformly in n P N. This is achieved as follows: first, the uniform drift and
minorisation conditions in (2.8) and (2.9) are established. Then, the uniform convergence to
stationarity follows from Theorem 1.3.
For each n P N, let an : Rd Ñ Rd map x P Rd to its representative in Xn. More precisely, let
anpxq :
mn¸
j0
anj 1Anj pxq, x P Rd, (2.5)
where An  tAn0 , . . . , Anmnu is the partition and An  tan0 , . . . , anmnu are the representatives in
the allotment Xn. Since the sequence of allotments is exhaustive, the following limit holds:
lim
nÑ8
anpxq  x, x P Rd. (2.6)
Note that the definition of a V -mesh (see (2.2) in Definition 2.2) implies the inequality
V panpxqq  V panpxqq  V pxq   V pxq ¤ p1  δnqV pxq, n P N, x P Rd. (2.7)
Proposition 2.3. Uniform drift and minorisation conditions. There exists a compact
set C  Rd such that the following statements hold.
(a) There exist positive constants λ   1, κ, such that the uniform drift condition holds:
Pnvnpanj q ¤ λvnpanj q   κ1Cpanj q, n P N, anj P An. (2.8)
(b) Define Cn : An X C, for each n P N. There exist a constant γ ¡ 0 and a probability
measure νn, concentrated on Cn, such that the uniform minorisation condition holds:
pPnqij ¥ γνn
 tanj u, n P N, anj P An, i such that ani P Cn. (2.9)
Proof. (a) Fix an arbitrary n P N and j P t0, . . . ,mnu. By definition of the function anpq
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in (2.5), we find
Pnvnpanj q  vnpanj q 
»
Rd
 
V panpyqq  V panj q

αpanj , yqqpanj , yqdy.
By (2.7) we get V panpyqq  V panj q ¤ V pyq  V panj q   δnV pyq for every y P Rd. The form of
kernel P MH(ρ,q) and this inequality imply
Pnvnpanj q  vnpanj q ¤ PV panj q  V panj q   δn
»
Rd
V pyqαpanj , yqqpanj , yqdy
¤ PV panj q  V panj q   δnPV panj q  p1  δnqPV panj q  V panj q.
Since by definition V panj q  vnpanj q, the geometric drift condition in A1 implies
Pnvnpanj q ¤ p1  δnqλV vnpanj q   p1  δnqκV 1CV panj q.
Since limnÑ8 δn  0, if we define C : CV , λ : 1 λV2 and κ : κV p1  supnPN δnq, there exists
N0 P N such that the drift condition in (2.8) holds for all n ¡ N0. Note that if we enlarge C
and increase κ, the uniform drift condition in (2.8) remains valid for all n it was valid for before
the modification. Finally, if N0 ¡ 1, we enlarge C by all the representatives of the allotments
X1, . . . ,XN0 (finitely many points) and increase κ sufficiently, so that (2.8) also holds for all
n P t1, . . . , N0  1u.
(b) Recall that by Definition 2.2(c), the sequence prn : radpXk, V qqkPN tends to infinity,
though perhaps not monotonically. Let D be an open ball of radius rD ¡ 2 supnPN δn in
Rd. Since D is a bounded set, by the definition of V -radius (see (2.1)) and Assumption A1,
there exists n0 P N such that D 

n¥n0 V
1 r1, rnq. We now enlarge the compact set C,
constructed in part (a) of this proof, to contain the bounded set
  ¤
n n0
RdzAn0
Y £
n¥n0
V 1
 r1, rnq. (2.10)
We may assume the set C is still compact, since the set in (2.10) is bounded, and hence the
uniform drift condition in (2.8) still holds.
Define a probability measure ν on BpRdq by νpBq : µLebpBXCq
µLebpCq for any measurable set B.
For each n P N, define a measure on the set of representatives An by ν˜nptanj uq : νpAnj q.
Define the constant γ˜ : µLebpCq infy,xPCC αpx, yqqpx, yq and note that it is strictly positive
by Assumptions A2 and A3 and µLebpCq ¡ 0. For every n P N and every 0 ¤ i, j ¤ mn, such
that ani P Cn, the form of the kernel P  MH(ρ,q) implies the minorisation condition:
pPnqij  P pani , Anj q ¥
»
Anj XC
αpani , yqqpani , yqdy ¥ γ˜νpAnj q  γ˜ν˜n
 tanj u.
Next we have to provide a lower bound on ν˜npCnq. First assume that n ¥ n0, let D1 be
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an open ball of radius rD
2
, with the same centre as D, and pick y P D1. The definition of
V -radius, rn  radpXn, V q in (2.1), implies D X An0  V 1
 r1, rnq X V 1 rrn,8q and hence
D X An0  H. Since the radius rD of the ball D is strictly greater than 2 supnPN δn and the
inequality |y  anpyq| ¤ supnPN δn holds, it follows that anpyq P D  C. Hence, by definition
in (2.5), it holds that D1  Ytj;anj PCuAnj and
ν˜npCnq  ν˜n pAn X Cq  ν

Ytj;anj PCuAnj
	
¥ νpD1q  µ
LebpD1q
µLebpCq ¡ 0.
If n   n0, then it holds that Cn  An X C  tanj : j  1, . . . ,mnu, since C contains the set
in (2.10) and hence RdzAn0 . Therefore we find ν˜npCnq ¥ µ
LebpRzAn0 q
µLebpCq ¡ 0. Hence, (2.9) holds for
a probability measure νn on An satisfying νnptanj uq  ν˜nptanj uq{ν˜npCnq  1Cnpanj q and
γ : γ˜min
"
µLebpD1q
µLebpCq , minn n0
µLebpRzAn0 q
µLebpCq
*
.
Proposition 2.3 allows us to control the convergence to stationarity of the approximating
chains uniformly in n P N. In the notation of Theorem 2.1 and Remarks 2.4 and 2.5 the
following statement holds.
Proposition 2.4. There exist positive constants ζ and θ   1, such that the inequality
pP kngqpbq  ρnpgqvn ¤ ζθkvnpbq, b P An, k P N0, n P N
holds, where the norm }  }vn is defined as in Definition 1.7 and ρnpgq denotes the integral
(weighted sum) of g with respect to ρn.
Proof. Pick an arbitrary n P N. According to Proposition 2.3, the transition matrix Pn satisfies
the drift condition in (2.8) and the minorisation condition in (2.9) with the constants κ, λ, γ,
which are independent of the choice of n. Hence, Theorem 1.3 applied to the transition kernel
Pn on the state-space An, yields
pP kngqpanj q  ρnpgqvn ¤ ζpnqvnpanj qθpnqk
for every k P N0, anj P An and constants ζpnq P p0,8q and θpnq P p0, 1q. Furthermore,
Theorem 1.3 claims that the constants ζpnq, θpnq can be taken as explicit functions of only the
constants κ, λ, γ in Proposition 2.3, independent of n. This concludes the proof.
2.2.2 Functions that asymptotically solve the Poisson equation
In this section we complete the proof of Theorem 2.1. By the Dominated Convergence Theo-
rem (DCT), Proposition 2.2 implies that tf˜nunPN asymptotically solves PE(P ,f), provided the
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following conditions hold:
sup
nPN
||∆pf˜nq||V   8 and lim
nÑ8
∆pf˜nqpxq  0, ρ-a.e. x P Rd. (2.11)
The inequality in (2.11) follows from (2.4) and Proposition 2.5 below, which states that
the V -norm of f˜n, shifted by an appropriate constant, is bounded uniformly in n P N. The
existence of these constants rests on the uniform convergence to stationarity in Proposition 2.4
above.
The limit in (2.11) is established by bounding |∆pf˜nq| by a sum of three non-negative terms
(see Lemma 2.7 below) and controlling each one separately. The first, given by |fpxqfpanpxqq|,
tends to zero by (2.6) since the force function f is assumed to be continuous ρ-a.e. The
second term |Upxq  Upanpxqq|, where U : P f˜n  f˜n, is controlled by Proposition 2.5 and the
DCT. Controlling the third term |ρnpfnq  ρpfq| is harder. It requires constructing a further
approximating chain (based on the transition kernel P ) with state-space An and a transition
matrix P n , whose invariant distribution can be described analytically in terms of the density
ρ (see (2.12) below). Proposition 2.6, whose proof also depends on the uniform convergence
to stationarity in Proposition 2.4, establishes the desired limit. We now give the details of the
outlined proof.
Proposition 2.5. There exists a constant ξ ¡ 0 and a sequence of real numbers tcnunPN, such
that the following inequality holds for all n P N:
||f˜n   cn||V ¤ ξ.
Proof. Pick an arbitrary n P N. Since f P L8V by assumption, its restriction fn : An Ñ R
satisfies ||fn||vn ¤ ||f ||V . By Proposition 2.4, the function f¯n : An Ñ R, given by
f¯n :
8¸
k0
pP knfn  ρnpfnqq,
is well defined and satisfies the inequality
f¯nvn ¤ ζ1θ ||fn||vn ¤ ζ1θ ||f ||V . Furthermore, by
Theorem 1.6, the function f¯n solves the Poisson equation PE(Pn,fn). Since fˆn : An Ñ R, from
the Scheme, also solves PE(Pn,fn), there exists a constant cn P R such that fˆn   cn  f¯n by
Remark 2.4.
Recall that f˜n 
°mn
j0 fˆnpanj q1Anj , pick an arbitrary x P Rd and note that (2.5) implies
f˜npxq  fˆnpanpxqq. Hence, we obtain
f˜npxq   cn  |f¯npanpxqq| ¤ ζ
1 θ ||f ||V vnpa
npxqq  ζ
1 θ ||f ||V V pa
npxqq
¤ ξV pxq, where ξ : ζ
1 θ p1  supnPN δnq||f ||V
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and the last inequality follows from (2.7). Since both x P Rd and n P N were arbitrary, this
implies the proposition.
In order to analyse the behaviour of the limit in (2.11), we need a further approximating
Markov chain on An with the transition matrix P n and the invariant measure ρn, given by
pP n qij :
»
Ani
ρpxq
ρpAni q
P px,Anj qdx and ρn
 tanj u : ρpAnj q. i, j P t0, . . . ,mnu. (2.12)
Note that pP n qij  PrX1 P Ani |X0 P Anj , X0  ρs, where X is the MH chain we are analysing.
It is clear from the definition in (2.12) that the equality ρnP

n  ρn holds. Furthermore, if we
define a function hn : An Ñ R by
hnpanj q :
»
Anj
ρpxq
ρpAnj q
fpxqdx, anj P An, it holds that ρnphnq  ρpfq. (2.13)
Remark 2.6. The following estimate holds for any point x P Rd and all n P N, y P Rd:
αpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yq ¤ qpy, a
npxqq
ρpanpxqq ρpyq ¤ ηxρpyq, where ηx :
supz,yPRd qpz, yq
infnPN ρpanpxqq . (2.14)
By (2.6) and A2 we have 0   inftρpzq : |z  x| ¤ supnPN δnu ¤ ρpanpxqq, where δk  δpXk, V q
(see Definition 2.2), for all sufficiently large n P N. Thus, by A2 and A3, we have ηx P p0,8q and
the inequalities in (2.14), which will be used in the proofs of Proposition 2.6 and Theorem 2.1,
hold.
Proposition 2.6. The following inequalities hold for the measure ρn defined in (2.12):
pρn  ρnqpfnq ¤ ζ||f ||V1 θ ||ρn  ρnPn||vn , (2.15)
where the constants θ P p0, 1q and ζ ¡ 0 are as in Proposition 2.4, and
}ρn  ρnPn}vn ¤ p1  sup
nPN
δnq
»
RdRd
 
V pyq   V pxqZnpx, yqdy ρpxqdx, (2.16)
where Znpx, yq :
αpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yq  αpx, yqqpx, yq for any x, y P Rd and the function
anpq is given in (2.5). Furthermore, the following limit holds: limnÑ8 |ρnpfnq  ρpfq|  0.
Proof. We estimate the difference |ρnpfnqρpfq| using the invariant distribution ρn of the chain
driven by P n and the function hn, defined in (2.12) and (2.13) respectively, as follows
|ρnpfnq  ρpfq|  |ρnpfnq  ρnpfnq   ρnpfnq  ρnphnq|
¤ |pρn  ρnqpfnq|   |ρnpfn  hnq|. (2.17)
We will prove that both terms on the right-hand side converge to zero as nÑ 8. The definitions
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of ρn and hn (in (2.12) and (2.13) above) and the function a
npq (see (2.5)) imply that the second
term on the right-hand side of (2.17) takes the form
ρnpfn  hnq 
mn¸
j0
ρpAnj q

fpanj q 
»
Anj
ρpxq
ρpAnj q
fpxqdx


»
Rd
 
fpanpxqq  fpxqρpxqdx.
Since f is continuous ρ-a.e., the integrand converges to zero ρ-a.e. by (2.6). Furthermore, for
any x P Rd it holds that
fpanpxqq  fpxq ¤ fpanpxqq  fpxq ¤ ||f ||V pV panpxqq   V pxqq
¤ ||f ||V p2  sup
nPN
δnqV pxq,
where the last inequality follows from (2.7). Therefore, by the DCT (recall that by the assump-
tion in A1 we have ρpV q   8), the second term in (2.17) indeed converges to zero.
Establishing the convergence of the first term on the right-hand side in (2.17) is more
involved. We start by establishing the following representation of the signed measure ρn  ρn.
Claim. There exists a linear map Bn : L
8
vn Ñ L8vn , with the dual Bn : M8vn Ñ M8vn , satisfying
ρn  ρn  Bn pρn  ρnPnq  pρn  ρnPnqBn and }Bn}vn  }Bn}vn ¤ ζ{p1  θq, where the
constants θ P p0, 1q and ζ ¡ 0 are as in Proposition 2.4 and L8vn and M8vn are as in Definition 1.7.
Define a transition matrix 1 b ρn on the state-space An by p1 b ρnqij : ρnpanj q. The
corresponding chain is a sequence of independent RVs with the law given by ρn (independently
of the starting distribution). The inequality in Proposition 2.4 can therefore be expressed in
operator norms as }P kn1bρn}vn ¤ ζθk, for all k P N0, implying that Bn :
°8
k0
 
P kn  1b ρn

is a well defined linear map on the normed space L8vn , such that }Bn}vn ¤ ζ{p1  θq. In order
to establish the first equality in the claim above, note that µp1 b ρnq  ρn for any probability
measure µ P M8vn and, by Remark 1.1 and Proposition 2.4, the }  }vn-norm of the linear
operator µ ÞÑ µpP kn  1 b ρnq on M8vn is bounded above by ζθk for all k P N. In particular,
limkÑ8 ρnP
k
n  ρn in vn-norm since }ρnP kn  ρn}vn  }ρnpP kn  1 b ρnq}vn ¤ ζθk||ρn||vn for all
k P N. Consider the identity
pρn  ρnPnq
`¸
k0
 
P kn  1b ρn
  ρn  ρnP ` 1n , ` P N,
and note that both sides converge in the appropriate }  }vn-norms as `Ñ 8. In the limit, the
left-hand side equals pρn  ρnPnqBn and the right-hand side is ρn  ρn. This concludes the
proof of the claim.
In order to establish the inequality in (2.15), note that }fn}vn ¤ ||f ||V and Definition 1.7
imply
pρn  ρnqpfnq ¤ }f}V pρn  ρnqpfn{}fn}vnq ¤ ||f ||V ||ρn  ρn||vn . This inequality and the
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claim imply (2.15).
The next task is to prove (2.16). Let g : An Ñ R be a function satisfying }g}vn ¤ 1. Recall
that mn   1 is the cardinality of An and that the function anpq is defined in (2.5). We apply
the definitions of the stochastic matrix P n and its stationary law ρ

n, given in (2.12), to obtain
pρn  ρnPnq g  ρn pP n  Pnq g 
mn¸
j0
mn¸
i0

ρpAni q ppP n qij  pPnqijq

gpanj q

mn¸
j0
»
Rd
 
P px,Anj q  P panpxq, Anj q

ρpxqdx

gpanj q

»
Rd
»
Rd
gpanpyqqαpx, yqqpx, yq  αpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yqdy
 ρpxqdx
 
»
Rd
»
Rd
gpanpxqqαpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yq  αpx, yqqpx, yqdy
 ρpxqdx,
where the identity δxpAnj qgpanj q  δanpxqpAnj qgpanj q  δanpxqpAnj qgpanpxqq, for any x P Rd and
j P t0, . . . ,mn   1u, implies the final equality. Since the function g P L8vn , with }g}vn ¤ 1, in
the calculation above was arbitrary and satisfies |gpanpxqq| ¤ V panpxqq for all x P Rd, we find
||ρn  ρnPn||vn  sup}g}vn¤1
| pρn  ρnPnq g|
¤
»
RdRd
 
V panpyqq   V panpxqqZnpx, yqρpxqdydx,
which, together with (2.7), implies (2.16).
We now apply the DCT to deduce that the right-hand side in (2.16) converges to zero
as n Ñ 8. The definition of Znpx, yq in the proposition, the form of the transition kernel
P MH(ρ,q), the drift condition in A1 and the inequality in (2.7) imply the estimates
»
Rd
 
V pyq   V pxqZnpx, yqdy ¤ PV pxq   PV panpxqq   2V pxq
¤  p2  sup
nPN
δnq pλV   κV q   2

V pxq
for all x P Rd. Since, by Assumption A1, we have ρpV q   8, by the DCT the right-hand side
in (2.16) tends to zero (as nÑ 8) if
lim
nÑ8
»
Rd
 
V pyq   V pxqZnpx, yqdy  0, x P R. (2.18)
To establish the limit in (2.18), pick an arbitrary x P Rd and note that for every y P R it holds
that limnÑ8 Znpx, yq  0 by (2.6) and the assumptions in A2 and A3. Hence the integrand
in (2.18) converges to zero pointwise. By the estimate in (2.14), the integrand in (2.18) is
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bounded above by the function
y ÞÑ  V pyq   V pxq ηxρpyq   αpx, yqqpx, yq
which does not depend on n and is µLeb-integrable in y P Rd. Hence the limit in (2.18) holds
by the DTC and, consequently, the right-hand side in (2.16) converges to zero as nÑ 8. This
fact and the estimates in (2.15) and (2.16) imply that the first term on right-hand side of (2.17)
tends to zero as nÑ 8 and the proposition follows.
In order to prove that the limit limnÑ8 ∆pf˜nq  0 holds ρ-a.e. (the second condition
in (2.11)), we need the following elementary estimate.
Lemma 2.7. The function ∆pf˜nq : Rd Ñ R, can be bounded above as follows:∆pf˜nqpxq ¤ |fpxq  fpanpxqq|   |ρnpfnq  ρpfq|
 
P f˜n  f˜n	 pxq  P f˜n  f˜n	 panpxqq , x P Rd.
Proof. The form f˜npxq 
°mn
j0 fˆnpanj q1Anj pxq implies P f˜npxq 
°mn
j0 fˆnpanj qP px,Anj q. The fol-
lowing equalities hold
∆pf˜nqpbq  P pf˜n  fˆqpbq  pf˜n  fˆqpbq  ρnpfnq  ρpfq, b P An, (2.19)
since fˆ (resp. fˆn) solves the Poisson equation PE(P ,f) (resp. PE(Pn,fn)). Recall that the
function anpq is defined in (2.5). Using the definition of ∆pf˜nq, the equalities in (2.19) and the
fact, that fˆ solves PE(P ,f), give
∆pf˜nqpxq 

fˆ  P fˆ
	
pxq 

fˆ  P fˆ
	
panpxqq  

fˆ  P fˆ
	
panpxqq


f˜n  P f˜n
	
panpxqq  

f˜n  P f˜n
	
panpxqq 

f˜n  P f˜n
	
pxq
 fpxq  fpanpxqq   ρnpfnq  ρpfq  

P f˜n  f˜n
	
pxq 

P f˜n  f˜n
	
panpxqq
for all x P Rd. The triangle inequality implies the lemma.
Proof of Theorem 2.1: By Proposition 2.2, it is sufficient to verify that the conditions
in (2.11) hold for the sequence of functions t∆pf˜nqunPN. By fˆ P L8V and Proposition 2.5
there exists a constant ξ1 and a sequence tcnunPN such that the following estimate holdsf˜npxq   cn  fˆpxq ¤ ξ1V pxq, n P N, x P Rd.
Note that we have ∆pf˜nq  P pf˜n   cn  fˆq  pf˜n   cn  fˆq. The structure of the transition
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kernel P MH(ρ,q) implies the following bounds for all n P N and x P Rd:
∆pf˜nqpxq ¤
»
Rd
f˜npyq   cn  fˆpyq  f˜npxq   cn  fˆpxq	αpx, yqqpx, yqdy
¤
»
Rd
ξ1V pyqαpx, yqqpx, yqdy   ξ1V pxq
»
Rd
αpx, yqqpx, yqdy
¤ ξ1pPV pxq   V pxqq ¤ pξ1   ξ1λV   ξ1κV qV pxq,
where the last inequality is a consequence of the drift condition in A1. This inequality and the
definition of the V -norm in Definition 1.7 imply that the first condition in (2.11) is satisfied.
We now establish the limit in (2.11). Fix an arbitrary x P Rd, such that f is continuous at
x. The first term on the right-hand side of the inequality in Lemma 2.7 therefore converges to
zero by (2.6). The second term, which is independent of x, tends to zero by Proposition 2.6.
In order to deal with the third term on the right-hand side of the inequality in Lemma 2.7,
note that, by the definition of f˜n in Theorem 2.1, it holds that f˜npanpxqq  f˜npxq for all n P N.
Consequently, the form of the transition kernel P MH(ρ,q) implies that this term equals
| ³Rdpf˜npyq f˜npxqqαpx, yqqpx, yqαpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yqdy|. The integrand converges to zero
for every y P Rd by (2.6) and Assumptions A2–A3. Furthermore, by Proposition 2.5, we obtain
the inequality
f˜npyq  f˜npxq  f˜npyq   cn  f˜npxq  cn ¤ ξ pV pyq   V pxqq , y P Rd. (2.20)
The inequality in (2.14) yields an upper bound
|αpx, yqqpx, yq  αpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yq| ¤ ηxρpyq   αpx, yqqpx, yq, y P Rd. (2.21)
The product of the right-hand sides in the inequalities (2.20) and (2.21) is integrable over Rd
with respect to µLebpdyq. Hence, the DCT implies that the third term on the right-hand side
of the inequality in Lemma 2.7 converges to zero. Therefore, limnÑ8 ∆pf˜nqpxq  0 holds for
all x P Rd at which f is continuous. It only remains to note that, by the assumption on f in
Theorem 2.1, this limit holds ρ-a.e.
2.3 The rate of decay of asymptotic variances
Theorem 2.1 states that, under A1-A3, the asymptotic variance σ2n in CLT(X,f   P f˜n  f˜n)
converges to zero as n Ñ 8. This section investigates the speed of this convergence. We
show that, under suitable Lipschitz and integrability conditions, the rate of decay is bounded
above by the slower of the decay rates of the sequences ρpV 21An0 q and δ2n  δpXn, V q2 (see
Remark 2.1(i) and Equation (2.2) respectively). This result suggests that, when constructing
an exhaustive sequence of allotments (see Definition 2.2 above) with respect to the drift function
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V , we can guarantee fastest rate of decay of the asymptotic variance σ2n when the growth of
the bounded set RdzAn0 and the decay of the V -mesh of the partition of RdzAn0 are balanced
appropriately (δ2n and ρpV 21An0 q are comparable in size as nÑ 8).
Theorem 2.8. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 be satisfied and assume that the conditions
lim sup
nÑ8
δ2n
»
RdzAn0
»
Rd
 
V pxq   V pyqZnpx, yqdy
2
ρpxqdx   8, (2.22)
lim sup
nÑ8
δ2n
»
RdzAn0
|fpxq  fpanpxqq|2ρpxqdx   8 (2.23)
hold, where Znpx, yq, for x, y P Rd, is defined in Proposition 2.6 and the function anpq is given
in (2.5). Then there exists a constant C0 ¡ 0 such that
σ2n ¤ C0 maxtρpV 21An0 q, δ2nu, n P N.
Theorem 2.8, proved in Section 2.3.1 below, holds under general conditions that may be hard
to verify in specific examples as the functions in (2.22)–(2.23) depend on the drift function V ,
often not available in closed form. With this in mind we study a broad class of MH chains with
the property that V can be described in terms of the target density ρ and conditions (2.22)–
(2.23) can be deduced from geometric properties of the level sets of ρ near infinity. Our approach
builds on the results in [RT96a, JH00].
Consider the class of symmetric RWM chains in Rd for some density q : Rd Ñ R (see
Definition 1.12. Assume ρ and q satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1.10. The kernel P MH(ρ,q)
satisfies A1-A3 with a drift function Vγ : cγργ (where cγ is a constant that ensures Vγ ¡ 1)
for any 0   γ   1
2
(see Theorem 1.10 and Remark 2.1(ii)). Hence, the Vγ-radius equals
radpXn, Vγq  infyPAn0 cγργpyq and the Vγ-mesh δγ,n  δpXn, Vγq (see (2.1) and (2.2)) takes the
form
δγ,n  max

sup
xRAn0
|x anpxq|, sup
xPRd
pρpxq{ρpanpxqqqγ  1

. (2.24)
The main assumptions in Proposition 2.9 below are:
(a) there exists a function Kq : Rd Ñ R and q ¡ 0 such that for z, z˜ P Rd with |z  z˜|   q:»
Rd
Kqpzqdz   8 and |qpzq  qpz˜q| ¤ |z  z˜|Kqpzq. (2.25)
(b) there exist constants β P p1
2
, 1q, cβ ¡ 0 and ρ ¡ 0 such that for x, x˜ P Rd with |x x˜|   ρ:
|∇ρpx˜q|   cβρpxqβ. (2.26)
Remark 2.7. Assumption (2.25) is a version of a local Lipschitz condition and holds for many
proposals q used in practice, for example normal densities. Assumption (2.26) and assump-
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tions of Theorem 1.10 hold for instance when target density ρ is proportional to eppxq, for a
polynomial p of degree k with leading order terms pk satisfying pkpxq Ñ 8 as |x| Ñ 8.
An application of Theorem 2.8 in this setting yields the following result.
Proposition 2.9. Assume P MH(ρ,q) is a symmetric RWM kernel that satisfies the assump-
tions of Theorem 1.10 and conditions (2.25), (2.26). Fix γ P p0, β  1
2
q and let tXnunPN be an
exhaustive sequence of allotments with respect to Vγ  cγργ, as defined above. Let f P L8Vγ
be a continuously differentiable function satisfying the inequality |∇fpx˜q|   cfργ 12 pxq for all
x, x˜ P Rd with |x x˜|   f (for some constants cf , f ¡ 0). Then there exists a constant Cγ ¡ 0
such that the asymptotic variance σ2n in the CLT(X,f   P f˜n  f˜n), where f˜n is constructed by
the Scheme with input P , f and Xn, satisfies
σ2n ¤ Cγ max

δ2γ,n,
»
An0
ρ12γpxqdx

, n P N.
Remark 2.8. Any polynomial f , and in fact any function whose gradient grows no faster than
a polynomial, satisfies assumptions of Proposition 2.9 for any γ P p0, β  1
2
q.
2.3.1 Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2.8. Proposition 2.2 implies that there exists a constant C1 ¡ 1 such
that σ2n ¤ C1  ρ
 
∆pf˜nq2

for every n P N. Thus, lim supnÒ8 σ2n{ρ
 
∆pf˜nq2
   8. Furthermore,
the inequality in (2.11) implies that lim supnÒ8 ρ
 
∆pf˜nq21An0
{ρpV 21An0 q   8.
Lemma 2.7 yields ρ
 
∆pf˜nq21RdzAn0
 ¤ 3pT1pnq   T2pnq   T3pnqq, where
T1pnq :
»
RdzAn0
P f˜n  f˜n	 pxq  P f˜n  f˜n	 panpxqq2 ρpxqdx,
T2pnq :
»
RdzAn0
|fpxq  fpanpxqq|2ρpxqdx and T3pnq : |ρnpfnq  ρpfq|2.
Assumption (2.23) implies lim supnÒ8 T2pnq{δ2n   8. The form of the kernel P MH(ρ,q) and
the fact that f˜npxq  f˜npanpxqq for all x P Rd yield
T1pnq 
»
RdzAn0

»
Rd

f˜npyq  f˜npxq
	 
αpx, yqqpx, yq  αpanpxq, yqqpanpxq, yqdy
2
ρpxqdx.
The inequality in (2.11) therefore yields
lim sup
nÒ8
T1pnq{
»
RdzAn0
 »
Rd
 
V pxq   V pyqZnpx, yqdy	2ρpxqdx   8.
Put differently we obtain lim supnÒ8 T1pnq{δ2n   8.
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Note that T3pnq  |ρnpfnqρpfq| ¤ 2|pρnρnqpfnq|2 2|ρnpfnhnq|2 (recall (2.12)–(2.13)).
Since ρnpfn  hnq 
³
Rdpfpxq  fpanpxqqρpxqdx, the inequality f ¤ }f}V V and (2.7) hold, we
find
|ρnpfn  hnq|2 ¤
»
Rd
|fpxq  fpanpxqqq|2ρpxqdx
¤ ||f ||2V p2  sup
nPN
δnq2ρpV 21An0 q  
»
RdzAn0
|fpxq  fpanpxqq|2ρpxqdx.
Therefore (2.23) yields lim supnÒ8 |ρnpfn  hnq|2{maxpρpV 21An0 q, δ2nq   8. Similarly, inequali-
ties (2.15) and (2.16) in Proposition 2.6 imply
lim sup
nÒ8
|pρn  ρnqpfnq|2{
»
Rd
»
Rd
 
V pyq   V pxqZnpx, yqdy

2
ρpxqdx   8.
Again, splitting the integral with respect to x into the parts over An0 and RdzAn0 and apply-
ing (2.22), A1 and (2.7) yields lim supnÒ8 |pρn  ρnqpfnq|2{maxpρpV 21An0 q, δ2nq   8. Hence
lim supnÒ8 T3pnq{maxpρpV 21An0 q, δ2nq   8. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Proposition 2.9. Since P , f and Xn in Proposition 2.9 satisfy the assumptions of
Theorem 2.1, we need only to establish that conditions (2.22) and (2.23) in Theorem 2.8 hold
for V  Vγ and δn  δγ,n, defined just before Proposition 2.9 above. Then, since ρpV 2γ 1An0 q 
c2γ
³
Rd ρ
12γpxqdx, the proposition will follow by Theorem 2.8.
Start by establishing (2.23). We have |x  anpxq|   δγ,n for every x P RdzAn0 by (2.24).
Consequently, Lagrange’s theorem applied to f along a line segment connecting x and anpxq
yields a point x˜n on this segment such that
δ2γ,n
»
RdzAn0
|fpxq  fpanpxqq|2ρpxqdx ¤
»
RdzAn0

|fpxq  fpanpxqq|
|x anpxq|
2
ρpxqdx

»
RdzAn0
|∇fpx˜nq|2ρpxqdx ¤ cf
»
Rd
ρ2γ1pxqρpxqdx  cf
»
Rd
ρ2γpxqdx
holds for a sufficiently large n by assumptions on f . Target ρ decays super-exponentially along
any ray from the origin and so does ρ2γ. Thus, the integral
³
Rd ρ
2γpxqdx is finite and (2.23)
follows.
Next, we prove that (2.22) holds. In the setting of a symmetric RWM we have αpx, yq 
min p1, ρpxq{ρpyqq. Denote with Ax : ty P Rd; ρpxq ¤ ρpyqu and Rx  RdzAx the regions
of certain acceptance and possible rejection. Note that y P Ax if and only if αpx, yq  1 and
Vγpxq ¥ Vγpyq. Recall Znpx, yq 
αpx, yqqpyxqαpanpxq, yqqpyanpxqq and, for any B  Rd
and x P Rd, denote
Inpx,Bq : δ2γ,n
»
B
 
Vγpxq   Vγpyq

Znpx, yqdy

2
.
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Condition (2.22) is equivalent to lim supnÑ8
³
RdzAn0 Inpx,R
dqρpxqdx   8. With this in mind,
we split the integral in Inpx,Rdq into two integrals, depending on which of the disjoint sets Ax
and Rx the point y belongs to.
Note that it holds
Inpx,Rdq ¤ 2Inpx,Axq   2Inpx,Rxq, x P Rd.
For all sufficiently large n, Lagrange’s theorem, (2.24) and (2.26) imply that
|ρpanpxqq  ρpxq|
δγ,n
¤ |ρpa
npxqq  ρpxq|
|x anpxq| ¤ |∇ρpx˜
nq| ¤ cβρβpxq, x P RdzAn0 . (2.27)
The following holds for all x, y P Rd:
Znpx, yq ¤ αpanpxq, yq
qpy  anpxqq  qpy  xq  qpy  xqαpx, yq  αpanpxq, yq. (2.28)
If y P Ax and n is large enough, then for every x P RdzAn0 , using (2.25) and (2.27), the
right hand side of (2.28) can be further bounded as follows (note that ρpanpxqq ¥ ρpyq ¥ ρpxq
is crucial in the analysis of the right term):
Znpx, yq ¤ δγ,nKqpy  xq   qpy  xq |ρpa
npxqq  ρpyq|
ρpanpxqq 1tρpanpxqq¡ρpyqupx, yq
¤ δγ,nKqpy  xq   δγ,ncβqpy  xqρβ1pxq.
Since the Lebesgue measure is translation invariant, there exists a constant cZ ¡ 0 such that
for sufficiently large n P N we have
δ1γ,n
»
Ax
Znpx, yqdy   cZρβ1pxq, x P RdzAn0 . (2.29)
As y P Ax, we have Vγpxq ¥ Vγpyq. Thus, (2.29) and 2β  2γ  1 ¡ 0 imply the following:»
RdzAn0
Inpx,Axqρpxqdx ¤
»
RdzAn0
4Vγpxq2c2Zρ2β1pxqdx
 4cγc2Z
»
RdzAn0
ρ2β2γ1pxqdx   8. (2.30)
If y P Rx and n is large enough, then for every x P RdzAn0 , using (2.25) and (2.27), we
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differently bound the right hand side of (2.28) as follows:
Znpx, yq ¤ ρpyq
ρpanpxqqδγ,nKqpy  xq   qpy  xq
ρpyq
ρpanpxqq
|ρpanpxqq  ρpxq|
ρpxq
¤ δγ,n ρpyq
ρpanpxqq
 
Kqpy  xq   cβqpy  xqρβ1pxq

¤ δγ,ncρ ρpyq
ρpxq
 
Kqpy  xq   cβqpy  xqρβ1pxq

, (2.31)
where cρ : p1   supnPN δγ,nq1{γ (note that supnPN supxPRd ρpxqρpanpxqq   cρ by (2.24)). Hence,
similarly to (2.29) there exists a constant c1Z ¡ 0 such that
δ1γ,n
»
Rx
Znpx, yqdy   c1Zρβ1pxq, x P RdzAn0 . (2.32)
Recall that Vγpyq ¥ Vγpxq for y P Rx and apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality to obtain for
each x P RdzAn0 the bound:
Inpx,Rxq ¤ 4δ2γ,n
»
Rx
Znpx, yqdy 
»
Rx
Vγpyq2Znpx, yqdy (2.33)
¤ 4c1Zcρρβ1pxq
»
Rx
Vγpyq2 ρ
βpyq
ρβpxq
 
cβqpy  xqρβ1pyq  Kqpy  xq

dy.
The second inequality follows by (2.31)–(2.32) and the inequalities ρpyq{ρpxq   1 and ρpyqβ1 ¥
ρpxqβ1 for y P Rx (recall that β P p1{2, 1q). It is clear that if we substituteRx with Rd in (2.33),
the inequality remains true. Hence the Fubini theorem implies
»
RdzAn0
Inpx,Rxqρpxqdx
¤ 4c1Zcρ
»
Rd
Vγpyq2

cβρpyqβ1
»
Rd
qpy  xqdx 
»
Rd
Kqpy  xqdx


ρβpyqdy
¤ 4c1Zcρc2γ

cβ
»
Rd
ρ2β2γ1pyqdy  
»
Rd
ρβ2γpyqdy
»
Rd
Kqpzqdz


  8. (2.34)
Account, that q is a density and note that assumptions γ P p0, β  1{2q and β P p1{2, 1q imply
both β 2γ, 2β 2γ 1 P p0, 1q making the integrals in (2.34) finite. This together with (2.30)
implies the inequality lim supnÑ8
³
RdzAn0 Inpx,R
dqρpxqdx   8 and (2.22) follows.
2.4 Applications of the Scheme
Any implementation of the Scheme has to tackle the following two issues: (a) the stochastic
matrix PX in step (I) of the Scheme cannot be computed analytically; (b) once the approximate
solution f˜X has been computed, the function P f˜X, and thus the control variate P f˜X  f˜X,
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are again not accessible in closed form. In Section 2.4.1 we present an implementation of
the Scheme, feasible for general MH chains that addresses these issues. In Section 2.4.2
we apply the method to the symmetric RWM chains with stationary distribution given by a
double-well potential (a mixture of normals). The examples below, satisfying our assumptions,
are chosen because they are well known to converge very slowly in the case of the classical
ergodic estimator.
Section 2.4.2 illustrates two points. First, Example 2.4.2 empirically confirms the arbitrary
reduction of the asymptotic variance of the ergodic average in Theorem 2.1 as the partition of the
state-space is refined sufficiently. Furthermore, the numerical results indicate that the rate of
convergence to zero of the asymptotic variance is of the order specified in Theorem 2.8. Second,
and perhaps more importantly for future practical applications, Example 2.4.2 demonstrates
that an asymptotic variance reduction can be achieved using a coarse partition with few states.
This suggests that a similar approach of constructing control variates could be used for reducing
the variance of MCMC algorithms in real-world applications and highlights the need for further
research on how to efficiently construct weak approximations to the chains of interest in higher
dimensions.
2.4.1 Implementation
Construct a partition A  tA0, . . . , Amu with properties: (a) the probability ρpA0q is small;
(b) it is easy to sample uniform random points from sets Aj for j  0. Let aj P Aj, for
j ¡ 0, be arbitrary and choose a0 on the boundary of A0. One may choose A0 such that RdzA0
contains (most of) the simulated path of the chain. This works well in practice but does not
guarantee (a) and makes the partition dependent on the random output.
Given the allotment X  pA,Aq, where A  ta0, . . . , amu, and the MH kernel P MH(ρ,q),
we have the input required to construct the matrix PX (step (I) of the Scheme). As the precise
computation of its entries is not feasible in general, we construct an estimate PˆX of PX via
IID Monte Carlo. With this in mind, let ipxq be the unique index i P t0, . . . ,mu, such that
x P Aipxq, and define a random function Pˆ : Rd X Ñ R  by the formula
Pˆ px, ajq :
$'''&
'''%
1
n1
°n1
l11 µ
LebpAjqαpx, Y l1j,xqqpx, Y l1j,xq if j R t0, ipxqu,
1
n2
°n2
l21 1A0pZ l2x qαpx, Z l2x q if j  0  ipxq,
1°lPt0,...,muztju Pˆ px, alq if ipxq  j,
(2.35)
where n1, n2 P N, random vectors Y l1j,x, l1  1, . . . , n1, are IID uniform in the set Aj for any
j P t1, . . . ,mu (subscript x indicates that Y l1j,x are simulated at the point x but does not influence
the distribution) and Z l2x , l2  1, . . . , n2, are IID random vectors, independent of all Y l1j,x and
distributed according to the proposal distribution Qpx, dzq. We construct the matrix PˆX with
entries pPˆXqij : Pˆ pai, ajq and use it in the Scheme instead of PX.
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Given a function f : Rd Ñ R, we can execute steps (II)-(III) in the Scheme. Constructing
the path average estimator Skpf   P f˜X  f˜Xq satisfying the SLLN(X,f   P f˜X  f˜X) requires
the evaluation of the function P f˜X along the simulated path pXlql0,...,k1 of the MH chain. We
use the form of f˜X and the formula in (2.35) to define
Pˆ f˜Xpxq :
m¸
j0
pfˆXqjPˆ px, ajq, x P Rd, (2.36)
where fˆX is the solution of the system in step (II) of the Scheme obtained by solving the
Poisson equation PEpPˆX, fXq. Moreover, the function Pˆ f˜X is used in place of P f˜X along the
entire path of the chain. Put differently, to estimate ρpfq, we use a modified ergodic estimator
Skpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xq instead of the true one Skpf   P f˜X  f˜Xq.
This choice of estimator can be justified as follows: since Y l1j,Xl and Z
l2
Xl
, generated at each
time step l, in the construction of Pˆ f˜XpXlq are independent of the past pXl1ql10,...,l1, we can
construct a Markov chain Xˆ with augmented state-space Rd  pA1qn1     pAmqn1  pRdqn2 ,
which keeps track of Xl and the auxiliary variables Y
l1
j,Xl
and Z l2Xl . It is not hard to see that the
chain Xˆ has a unique invariant measure ρˆ satisfying ρˆpf   Pˆ f˜X f˜Xq  ρpf  P f˜X f˜Xq  ρpfq.
Furthermore, Xˆ is positive Harris recurrent and hence the SLLN(Xˆ,f   Pˆ f˜X  f˜X) holds for
any fixed n1, n2 P N.
Remark 2.9. The estimator Skpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xq is unbiased in the following sense: if the chain
Xˆ is started from stationarity (that is Xˆ0  ρˆ) we have Eρˆ

Skpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xq

 ρpfq for any
k P N0. This should be contrasted with the general approach to variance reduction based on
solving the Poisson equation, where the estimator Skpfq of ρpfq is essential in constructing a
guess for the solution of PE(P ,f) and hence the control variate itself (see for instance [DK12]
for this approach applied to random scan Gibbs samplers and [DM16] for sufficiently smooth
transition kernels). The latter approach produces a consistent but biased estimator even if the
chain is started in stationarity.
In order to analyse numerically the level of improvement due to our implementation of
the Scheme, denote
rn,kpXq :
°n
i1pSikpfq  ρpfqq2{n°n
i1pSikpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xq  ρpfqq2{n
, (2.37)
where n is the number of simulated paths of the chain (started in stationarity at independent
starting points) and k is the length of each path. The random vectors pSikpfq, Sikpf Pˆ f˜X f˜Xqq,
for i  1, . . . , n, are IID samples of the pair of ergodic estimators pSkpfq, Skpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xqq
evaluated on the simulated paths. Put differently, rn,k is the ratio of mean square errors of
estimators Skpfq and Skpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xq, numerically evaluated on the same random collection
of n independent simulated paths and will serve as an estimate of the improvement.
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Table 2.1: The ratios of improvement rn,kpXmq computed for varying path length k and
partition size m. All entries were obtained using a sample of n  1000 independent paths.
mzk k  5  103 k  2  104 k  5  104 k  2  105
m  30 5.93 8.56 9.37 9.62
m  50 18.0 32.1 34.2 34.7
m  70 39.1 75.5 96.8 97.1
m  100 76.9 1.76  102 2.22  102 2.40  102
m  300 6.96  102 1.75  103 2.13  103 2.36  103
m  500 2.14  103 4.64  103 6.05  103 6.92  103
m  700 3.77  103 8.90  103 1.16  104 1.32  104
2.4.2 Examples
In both examples we use the target ρ  θNpµ1, σ21q   p1  θqNpµ2, σ22q, which is a convex
combinations of two normal densities.
One dimensional double-well potential
Let µ1  3, σ1  1, µ2  4, σ2  1{2, θ  2{5. The target density ρ is a mixture of two normal
densities with the modes at 3 and 4 which takes values close to zero in the neighbourhood of
the origin. Let fpxq : x3 be the force function and let the proposal density qpx, q be Npx, 1q.
The assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied in this example. However, the estimator Skpfq
struggles to converge as the chain tends to get “stuck” under one of the modes for a long time,
sampling values of f far away from ρpfq.
Let the allotment Xm be defined so that Am0 : Rzp8, 7s and Amj for j  1, 2, . . . ,m are
intervals of equal length partitioning p8, 7s. We take amj for j ¡ 0 to be the center of the
interval Amj and we take a
m
0  8. We construct the matrix PˆXm by the formula in (2.35) (using
n1  n2  1000) and Pˆ f˜Xm  f˜Xm by the formulae in (2.35)–(2.36) (using n1  1, n2  10) and
then use (2.37) to estimate the factor of improvement of the estimator Skpf   Pˆ f˜Xm  f˜Xmq in
comparison to the estimator Skpfq.
The Table 2.1 shows the ratios of improvement rn,kpXmq as the length of the paths varies
from k  5  103 to 2  105 and the number of intervals the set p8, 7s is partitioned into varies
from m  30 to m  700. Each entry was computed using an independent sample of n  1000
independent paths of the chain started in stationarity.
The numerical results support Theorem 2.1 as they demonstrate that the algorithm is
capable of reducing the asymptotic variance arbitrarily. Note that the rate of the decay of the
asymptotic variance (as the mesh of the allotment decreases) in Theorem 2.8 and Proposition 2.9
appears to coincide with the growth of the entries in the columns of the table (as m increases).
This suggests that the bound in Theorem 2.8 (as a function of the mesh) is asymptotically
sharp.
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Two dimensional double-well potential
Let µ1  p3, 0q, σ21  I, µ2  p4, 0q, σ22  1{4  I, θ  3{5 (I is a two dimensional identity
matrix). Take the force function be fpx, yq : x and the proposal kernel Qpx, dyq  Npx, Iq.
Again, the assumptions of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied.
To specify the allotment, decompose B : p7, 6s  p4, 4s into 6  3  2 equally sized
rectangles and define them to be A1, A2 . . . A6. Take A0 : R2zB, a0 : p7, 0q and aj to be the
center of the box Aj for j ¡ 0. Construct PˆXm by the formula in (2.35) (using n1  n2  1000)
and Pˆ f˜Xm  f˜Xm by the formulae in (2.35)–(2.36) (using n1  1, n2  10) and estimate the
factor of improvement rn,k in (2.37). We obtain approximately a 10% reduction in variance.
More precisely we get
rn,k  1.09 (resp. 1.08) for the path of length k  2  105 (resp. k  5  104),
where n  1000 sample paths were used. Moreover, ρXpfXq is a poor estimator of ρpfq as 
ρXpfXq  ρpfq
2  1.52, while the mean square error of Snpf   Pˆ f˜X  f˜Xq is 0.85.
This indicates that a very fine discretisation need not be necessary to achieve variance
reduction of MCMC estimators. Analogous implementations, using for example partitions of
the state-space based on f and ρ, might lead to variance reduction in higher dimensional models.
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Chapter 3
Diffusion limit based approximate
solutions to the Poisson equation
The optimal scaling literature, initiated by the paper [RGG97], indicates that for the high-
dimensional algorithms it is the growth of the asymptotic variance with dimension that provides
perhaps the most natural measure of efficiency for MCMC (see [RR01, Sec. 1.2 and 2.2], [RR98,
Sec. 3]). For instance, for a product target, the asymptotic variance for the RWM chain on
Rd is heuristically of the order Opdq [RGG97, RR01]. Moreover, the asymptotic variances of
the d-dimensional Metropolis-adjusted Langevin algorithm (MALA), Hamiltonian Monte Carlo
and the fast-MALA are Opd1{3q [RR98], Opd1{4q [BPR 13] and Opd1{5q [DRVZ16], respectively.
In this chapter we construct a dimension-dependent estimator and prove a bound on its
asymptotic variance, suggesting the order Oplog dq, for a RWM chain with an IID target. The
idea is to exploit the following facts: (I) the law of the diffusion scaling limit (as d Ñ 8) for
the RWM chain from [RGG97] is close (in the weak sense) to the law of the accelerated chain
and (II) the Poisson equation for the limiting Langevin diffusion has an explicit solution.
Throughout this chapter ρ will denote a density on R and ρdpxdq :
±d
i1 ρpxdi q will denote
the corresponding d-dimensional product density, where we write xd  pxd1, . . . , xddq P Rd. Let
Xd  tXdnunPN0 be the RWM driven by the Markov kernel Pd MH(ρd,q) with target ρd and
proposal kernel Qpxd, dyq  Npxd, l2{d Idq as introduced in [RGG97] (here Id is a dd identity
matrix, for all xd P Rd, and l ¡ 0).
In this chapter we are interested in solving the Poisson equation PE(Pd,f) where f : Rd Ñ R
depends only on the first coordinate xd1. Note that then ρdpfq  ρpfq. Under appropriate
conditions, the estimator Skpfq satisfies a CLT(Xd,f) with the asymptotic variance σ2f,d that
satisfies Theorem 1.5. The reasoning analogous to that applied to the integrated autocorrelation
time in [RR01, Sec. 2.2] can be used to argue that the spectral gap 1 θd is in fact of the order
Op1{dq. Hence, the asymptotic variance σ2f,d is Opdq.
The optimal scaling for the proposal variance of a d-dimensional RWM chain Xd is Op1{dq,
see [RR01] for a review and [BRS09, Thm. 4] for the proof that other scalings lead to suboptimal
behaviour. To get a non-trivial scaling limit in [RGG97], it is necessary to accelerate the chains
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pXdqdPN linearly in dimension. The Poisson equation for the Langevin diffusion, the scaling
limit in [RGG97], is a second order linear ODE with solution fˆ given explicitly in terms of f
and the density ρ. The weak convergence of the accelerated chains to the Langeivn diffusion
suggests that dfˆ is close to the solution of the Poisson equation PE(Pd,f), making dpPdfˆ  fˆq
a good control variate.
Under appropriate technical assumptions the estimator Skpf dpPdfˆ fˆqq for ρdpfq satisfies
the CLT(Xd,f   dpPdfˆ  fˆq) with asymptotic variance σˆ2f,d. The main result of this chapter
(Theorem 3.1 below) states that for some constant C ¡ 0
σˆ2f,d ¤ C log d{pdp1 θdqq and, heuristically, σˆ2f,d  Oplog dq as dÑ 8.
Theorem 3.1 also gives an explicit dependence of the constant C on the function f .
This result suggests that to achieve the same variance as that of an IID estimator for ρdpfq,
only Oplog dq times as many RWM samples are needed if the control variate dpPdfˆfˆq is added.
This should be contrasted to Opdq (resp. Opd1{3q, Opd1{4q, Opd1{5q) times as many samples for
the RWM (resp. MALA, Hamiltonian Monte Carlo, fast-MALA) without the control variate,
see [RR01, RR98, BPR 13, DRVZ16].
The approximation approach underlying this chapter is similar to the one in Chapter 2,
but reversed: a solution to the Poisson equation of the limiting diffusion is used to construct
a control variate for a RWM chain from a weakly convergent sequence in [RGG97]. Since the
complexity of the RWM algorithm increases arbitrarily as dimension d Ñ 8, it is infeasible
to get an arbitrary variance reduction as in Chapter 2. However, heuristically, the amount of
variance reduction measured by the ratio σ2f,d{σˆ2f,d still tends to infinity at the rate d{ log d.
The estimator Skpf dpPdfˆfˆqq has variance of orderOp1q at timeOplog dq. It is interesting
to note that, since the jumps of Xd are of size Op1{?dq in each coordinate [RGG97], after
Oplog dq steps the chain Xd will have explored the distance of order Opalog d{dq (in each
coordinate), which tends to zero as d Ñ 8. This phenomenon is a confirmation that dfˆ is a
good approximation of the solution to the Poisson equation PE(Pd,f): if the true solution were
available, the analogous would have zero variance and there would be no need for the chain to
explore its state-space at all (see Chapter 1).
The key technical step in the proof of the main result of this chapter (Theorem 3.3 below)
is a type of concentration inequality. It generalises the limit in [RGG97, Lem. 2.6], which
essentially states that generators of the accelerated chains pXdqdPN converge to the generator
of the Langevin limit when applied to a compactly supported and infinitely smooth function,
in two ways: (a) it extends the limit to a class of functions of sub-exponential growth and (b)
provides estimates for the rate of convergence. Both of these extensions are crucial. (a) allows us
to apply Theorem 3.3 to a solution of the Poisson equation, which is not compactly supported.
Note that this step in the proof entails identifying the correct space of functions that is closed
under the operation of solving the Poisson equation (see Proposition 3.21 below). Estimate
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(b) allows us to control the asymptotic variance via Theorem 1.5. The proof of Theorem 3.3,
outlined in Sec. 3.2.1 below, crucially depends on the large deviations theory (Sec. 3.3.2), the
form of the constant in optimal Young’s inequality (Sec. 3.3.3) and Berry-Esseen type bounds
(Sec. 3.3.4).
There is a plethora of papers (see [RR98, BPR 13, RR16, DRVZ16] and the references
therein) studying the asymptotic properties of various MCMC algorithms as dimension increases
to infinity. In this chapter we will work with the simplest MCMC method, the Random walk
Metropolis, and instead investigate how the asymptotic variance, associated with a particular
control variate, grows with dimension. To the best of author’s knowledge, the work presented in
this chapter is the first of this kind. Moreover, it is feasible that the method could be generalised
to other MCMC algorithms, see Section 3.4 below for a discussion of possible extensions.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Section 3.1 gives a detailed descrip-
tion of the assumptions and states the results. Section 3.2 proves them. Section 3.3 develops
the tools needed for the proofs of Section 3.2 using probabilistic and analytical results. Sec-
tion 3.3 is independent of all that precedes it in the chapter. Section 3.4 illustrates algorithms
based on results of this chapter with numerical examples and discusses (without proof) poten-
tial generalisations to various scaling limits of MCMC algorithms that have appeared in the
literature [RR98, BR08, MPS12, PST12, DRVZ16, JLM15].
3.1 Assumptions and results
Let En consist of all the functions with their first n derivatives growing slower then any expo-
nential function. More precisely, for any n P N0, define
En :
#
g P CnpRq :
n¸
i0
}gpiq}8,s   8 for all s ¡ 0
+
, where }g}8,s : sup
xPR
 
es|x||gpxq| (3.1)
and CnpRq (resp. C0pRq) denotes n-times continuously differentiable (resp. continuous) func-
tions. The main result of the chapter, Theorem 3.1 below, applies to the space E1, containing
many functions f for which ρdpfq is typically of interest in applications (for instance polyno-
mials). In addition, spaces in (3.1) are closed for solving the Poisson equation for the diffusion
limit in (3.5) (see Proposition 3.21 below).
Throughout the chapter we assume that log ρ P E4 and that ρ is a strictly positive density
on R which is super exponential according to the Definition 1.13, that is
lim
|x|Ñ8
x
|x|  plog ρq
1pxq  8. (3.2)
The assumption (3.2) implies the tails of ρ decay faster than any exponential and log ρ P E4
prohibits ρ from decaying to quickly, say proportionally to ee
|x|
. Nevertheless, many densities
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of interest satisfy these assumptions, for instance mixtures of Gaussian densities or any density
proportional to eppxq for a positive polynomial p.
Let Xd  tXdnunPN0 be the RWM driven by the Markov kernel Pd MH(ρd,q) with target ρd
and proposal kernel Qpxd, dyq  Npxd, l2{d  Idq. Consider a continuous-time process tUdt ut¥0,
given by Udt : Xdtdtu,1, where tu is the integer-part function and Xd,1 is the first coordinate of
Xd. As shown in [RGG97] (see also [RR01]), the weak convergence Ud ñ U holds as d Ò 8,
where U is the Langevin diffusion
dUt  hplq1{2dBt   phplq{2q log ρpUtqdt, U0  ρ,
hplq : 2l2Φ  l?J{2, J : ρ ppplog ρq1q2q and Φ is the distirbuion of Np0, 1q.
The key step in establishing the weak convergence in [RGG97] is showing that the generators
Gd of accelerated X d converge in some sense to the generator G of the diffusion U . The generator
Gd is defined for every f P L1pρdq as Gdf : dpPdf  fq, which can be rewritten as
Gdfpxdq  dEYd
 
fpYdq  fpxdqαpxd,Ydq , xd P Rd, (3.3)
where αpxd,Ydq  1 ^ ρdpYdq{ρdpxdq and Yd  pY d1 , . . . , Y dd q  Npxd, l2{d  Idq. On the other
hand the generator G acts on f P C2pRq as
Gf : phplq{2qpf2   plog ρq1f 1q (3.4)
and the Poission equation for U and a function f takes the form
Gfˆpxq  ρpfq  fpxq. (3.5)
It is immediate that a solution fˆ of (3.5) is given by the formula
fˆpxq :
» x
0
2dy
hplqρpyq
» y
8
ρpzqpρpfq  fpzqqdz, x P R. (3.6)
Up to the addition of a constant this is the unique solution for which fˆ P L1pρq and fˆ 1 P L1pρq
and in the remainder of the chapter fˆ will always denote this particular solution.
Theorem 3.1. If f P E1, then fˆ P E3 and CLT(Xd,f   dpPdfˆ  fˆq) holds with asymptotic
variance σˆ2f,d. Furthermore, there exists a constant C1 ¡ 0, such that for all f P E1 and
d P Nzt1u (here 1 θd denotes the spectral gap of Pd):
σˆ2f,d ¤ C1

3¸
i1
}fˆ piq}8,1{2
2
log d
p1 θdqd .
Remark 3.1. The mapping E1 Ñ E3 that maps f ÞÑ fˆ can be shown to be continuous.
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The proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in Section 3.2.4 below. It is based on the spectral-gap
estimate σˆ2f,d ¤ 2}Gdfˆ  Gfˆ}22{p1 θdq from Theorem 1.5 and the following proposition.
Proposition 3.2. There exists a constant C2 such that for every f P E3 and all d P Nzt1u we
have: }Gf  Gdf}2 ¤ C2
 °3
i1 }f piq}8,1{2
a
log d{d.
The proof of Proposition 3.2, given in Section 3.2.3 below, requires a pointwise control of the
difference Gf Gdf on a large subset of Rd. To formulate this precisely, we need the following.
Definition 3.1. A positive sequence a  tadudPN is sluggish if the following holds:
lim
dÑ8
ad  8 and sup
dPNzt1u
ad?
log d
  8.
Theorem 3.3 below is the main technical result of the chapter. It generalises the limit
in [RGG97, Lem. 2.6] to a class of unbounded functions and provides an error estimate for
it. The bound in Theorem 3.3 yields sufficient control of the difference Gf  Gdf to establish
Proposition 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. Let a  tadudPN be a sluggish sequence. There exist constants c3, C3 ¡ 0
(dependent on a) and measurable sets Fd  Rd, such that for all d P N we have ρdpRdzFdq ¤
c3e
a2d and
Gfpxd1q  Gdfpxdq ¤ C3

3¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2

e|x
d
1| ad?
d
, f P E3, xd P Fd.
The proof of Theorem 3.3 is outlined and given in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 below, respectively.
Remark 3.2. The dependence on f in the bound of Theorem 3.3 is not sharp. The factor°3
i1 }f piq}8,1{2 is used because it states concisely that the speed of the convergence of Gdf to
Gf depends linearly on the first three derivatives of f . Moreover, it is not clear if the bound
in Theorem 3.1 and Proposition 3.2 is optimal in d. However, if an improvement was possible,
the proof would have to be significantly different to the one presented here. In particular, a
better control of the difference |Gf  Gdf | on RdzFd would be required.
The assumptions log ρ P E4 and f P E1 ensure that all the derivatives of log ρ and fˆ required
in the proof grow tamely enough. Both of these assumptions serve brevity and clarity of the
proofs and it is feasible they can be relaxed.
The assumption (3.2) is more delicate as it guarantees geometric ergodicity of the MH chain.
While it is possible that a result, similar to Theorem 3.1, holds in a non-geometrically ergodic
case, a proof of such result and the heuristics following it cannot rely on spectral bound in
Theorem 1.5
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3.2 Proofs
Throughout this section we assume the sluggish sequence a  tadudPN is given and fixed and,
as mentioned above, the density ρ satisfies log ρ P E4 and has super-exponential tails (3.2).
Section 3.2.1 outlines the proof of Theorem 3.3 by stating the sequence of results that are needed
to establish it. The proofs of these results, given in Section 3.2.2, rely on the theory developed
in Section 3.3 below. Sections 3.2.3 and 3.2.4 establish Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1,
respectively.
3.2.1 Outline of the proof of Theorem 3.3
We start by specifying sets Fd  Rd that have large probability under ρd. We need the following
fact.
Proposition 3.4. There exists a constant cF ¡ 0, such that the following open subset of R,
F : tx P R; |plog ρq2pxq|   pplog ρq1pxqq2, 1{cF   |plog ρq1pxq|   cF u, satisfies ρpF q ¡ 0.
Let F satisfy the conclusion of Proposition 3.4 and recall the notation ρpfq  ³R fpxqρpxqdx
for any appropriate function f : R Ñ R. Recall J  ρppplog ρq1q2q  ρpplog ρq2q, where the
equality follows from assumptions log ρ P E4 and (3.2). Define the sets Fd as follows.
Definition 3.2. Any xd P Rd is in Fd if and only if the following four assumptions hold:
1
d 1
d¸
i2
e|x
d
i |   2
»
R
e|x|ρpxqdx, (3.7)
1
d 1
d¸
i2
1F pxdi q ¡
ρpF q
2
, (3.8)
1
d 1

d¸
i2
 plog ρq1pxdi q2  J
   ad?d
d
3
»
R
 pplog ρq1pxqq2  J2 ρpxqdx, (3.9)
1
d 1

d¸
i2
plog ρq2pxdi q   J
   ad?d
d
3
»
R
pplog ρq2pxq   Jq2 ρpxqdx. (3.10)
Remark 3.3. The precise form of the constants in Definition 3.2 is chosen purely for convenience.
It is important that
³
R e
|x|ρpxqdx   8 by (3.2), ρpF q ¡ 0 by Proposition 3.4 and that the
constants in (3.9)–(3.10) are in p0,8q. Moreover, for any xd P Fd there are no restrictions on
its first coordinate xd1 and the sets Fd are typical in the following sense.
Proposition 3.5. There exists a constant c1, such that ρdpRdzFdq ¤ c1ea2d for all d P N.
Using the theory of large deviations and classical inequalities, the proof of the proposition
bounds the probabilities of sets where each of the above four assumptions in Definition 3.2 fails
to hold (see Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.2 below for details).
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Pick any f P E3 and express the generator Gd, defined in (3.3), as follows:
Gdfpxdq  d  EY d1
 
fpYdq  fpxdqEYd

1^ ρdpY
dq
ρdpxdq

, xd P Rd,
where EYd rs is the expectation with respect to all the coordinates of the proposal Yd in
Rd, except the first one. The strategy of the proof of Theorem 3.3 is to define a sequence of
operators, “connecting” Gd and G, such that each approximation can be controlled for f P E3
and xd P Fd.
First, for f P E3, define
G˜dfpxdq : d  EY d1
 
fpY d1 q  fpxd1q

βpxd, Y d1 q

, xd P Rd, (3.11)
where for any y P R, xd P Rd
βpxd, yq : EYd

1^ exp

plog ρq1pxd1qpy  xd1q  
d¸
i2
Kpxdi , Y di q
ﬀ
(3.12)
and for any px, yq P R2 we define
Kpx, yq : plog ρq1pxqpy  xq   plog ρq
2pxq
2
py  xq2   pplog ρq
1pxqq3 1F pxq
3
py  xq3. (3.13)
In (3.13), the set F satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 3.4 and the coefficient before
py  xq3 is chosen so that it is uniformly bounded for all x P R. This property plays an
important role in proving that we have uniform control over the supremum norms of certain
densities, see Lemmas 3.10 and 3.11 below. We can now prove the following.
Proposition 3.6. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P E3 and all d P N we have:
Gdfpxdq  G˜dfpxdq ¤ C}f 1}8,1{2e|xd1|d1{2, xd P Fd.
The proof of Proposition 3.6 relies only on the elementary bounds from Section 3.3.1 below.
The idea is to use the Taylor series of log ρpYiq around xdi for every i P t1, . . . , du and then
prove that modifying terms of order higher then two if i P t2, . . . , du (resp. one if i  1) is
inconsequential.
Define the operator Gˆdfpxdq for any f P E3 and xd P Rd by
Gˆdfpxdq : l
2
2
f2pxd1qEYd

1^ e
°d
i2Kpxdi ,Y di q

(3.14)
  l2f 1pxd1qplog ρq1pxd1qEYd

e
°d
i2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

.
We can now prove the following fact.
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Proposition 3.7. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P E3, and all d P N we
have: Gˆdfpxdq  G˜dfpxdq ¤ C

3¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2

e|x
d
1|d1{2, xd P Fd.
Note that, if we freeze the coordinates xd2, . . . , x
d
d in x
d, the operator mapping f P E3
to xd1 ÞÑ Gˆdfpxdq generates a one-dimensional diffusion with coefficients of the same functional
form as in G, but with slightly modified parameter values. The proof of Proposition 3.7 is based
on the third and second degree Taylor’s expansions of y ÞÑ fpyq and y ÞÑ βpxd, yq (around xd1),
respectively, applied to the definition of G˜d in (3.11). The difficult part in proving that the
remainder terms can be omitted consist of controlling B
2
By2βpxd, yq, as this entails bounding the
supremum norm of the density of
°d
i2Kpxdi , Y di q uniformly in d. Condition (3.8), which forces
a portion of the coordinates xdi of x
d to be in the set F where the densities of the corresponding
summands Kpxdi , Y di q can be controlled, was introduced for this purpose. The details, explained
in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.3 below, rely crucially on the optimal version of Young’s inequality.
Introduce the following normal RV with mean µN pxdq  l22d
°d
i2plog ρq2pxdi q and variance
σ2N pxdq  l
2
d
°d
i2
 plog ρq1pxdi q2:
N pxd,Ydq : l
2
2d
d¸
i2
plog ρq2pxdi q  
d¸
i2
plog ρq1pxdi qpY di  xdi q. (3.15)
Define the operator G˘dfpxdq for f P E3 and xd P Rd by:
G˘dfpxdq : l
2
2
f2pxd1qEYd

1^ eN pxd,Ydq

(3.16)
  l2f 1pxd1qplog ρq1pxd1qEYd

eN px
d,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

.
Proposition 3.8. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P E3 and all d P N we have:
G˘dfpxdq  Gˆdfpxdq ¤ C

2¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2

e|x
d
1|d1{2, xd P Fd.
First we show that |EYdr1 ^ e
°d
i2Kpxdi ,Y di qs  EYdr1 ^ eN pxd,Ydqs| is small (Lemma 3.13
below). Proving that EYd

e
°d
i2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

and EYd

eN px
d,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

are close is challenging, as it requires showing that the supremum norm of the difference between
the distributions of N pxd,Ydq and °di2Kpxdi , Y di q decays as d1{2 uniformly in its argument.
The proof of this fact mimics the proof of the Berry-Esseen theorem and relies on the closeness
of the characteristic functions (CFs) of N pxd,Ydq and °di2Kpxdi , Y di q. The particular form
of Kpx, Y q makes it possible to explicitly calculate the CF of Kpx, Y q, if x R F , and bound it
appropriately, if x P F . The details are explained in Sections 3.2.2 and 3.3.4 below.
The expectations EYdr1^ eN pxd,Ydqs and EYdreN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0us have explicit forms,
since N pxd,Ydq is normal, see [RGG97, Prop. 2.4]. Using these formulas, Proposition 3.9,
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which implies Theorem 3.3, can be deduced from assumptions (3.9)–(3.10).
Proposition 3.9. There exists a constant C, such that for every f P E3 and all d P N we have:
Gfpxd1q  G˘dfpxdq ¤ C

2¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2

e|x
d
1| ad?
d
, xd P Fd.
Remark 3.4. The bounds in Propositions 3.6–3.8 are of the order Opd1{2q. The order Opad{
?
dq
of the bound in Proposition 3.9 gives the order in the bound of Theorem 3.3.
3.2.2 Proof of Theorem 3.3
Proof of Proposition 3.4. Let F˜ :  x P R; |plog ρq2pxq|   pplog ρq1pxqq2(. It suffices to show
that the open set F˜ is not empty, since F˜  YnPNpF˜ X
 
x P R; 1
n
  |plog ρq1pxq|   n(q, so for
some large n0 the open set F˜ X
!
x P R; 1
n0
  |plog ρq1pxq|   n0
)
must have positive Lebesgue
measure and we can take cF : n0.
Assume that F˜  H, that is |u1| ¥ u2 on R, where u : plog ρq1. Since ρ satisfies (3.2), there
exists x0   0 and C ¡ 0 such that u ¡ C on the interval p8, x0q. Moreover, since |u1| ¥ u2 ¡
C2 ¡ 0, u1 has no zeros on p8, x0q and satisfies either u1 ¥ u2 or u1 ¥ u2 on the half-infinite
interval. Since p1{uq1  u1{u2, integrating the inequalities u1{u2 ¤ 1 or u1{u2 ¥ 1 from
any x P p8, x0q to x0, we get 1{upx0q x0x ¤ 1{upxq and 1{upx0q xx0 ¥ 1{upxq. Since
by assumption it holds 0   1{u   1{C on p8, x0q, we get a contradiction in both cases.
Proof of Proposition 3.5. Let Bd1 , B
d
2 , B
d
3 and B
d
4 be the subsets of Rd where assumptions (3.7),
(3.8), (3.9) and (3.10) are not satisfied, respectively. Note that RdzFd  Bd1 YBd2 YBd3 YBd4 .
Recall that by (3.2) ρpes|x|q   8 for any s ¡ 0. Since tadudPN is sluggish, there exists
n P N such that ad ¤
?
n log d for all d P N. Then, by Proposition 3.26 applied to functions
x ÞÑ pe|x|  ρpe|x|qq{ρpe|x|q and x ÞÑ 2pρpF q  1F pxqq{ρpF q, respectively, there exist constants
c11, c
1
2 such that the inequalities ρpBd1q ¤ c11dn ¤ c11ea2d and ρpBd2q ¤ c12dn ¤ c12ea2d hold for
all d P N.
Likewise, there exist constants c13, c
1
4 such that ρpBd3q ¤ c13ea2d and ρpBd4q ¤ c14ea2d . This fol-
lows by Proposition 3.24, applied to the sequence tadudPN and functions g3pxq : pplog ρq1pxqq2
J (with t :
a
3ρpg23q) and g4pxq : plog ρq2pxq   J (with t :
a
3ρpg24q), respectively. Hence
ρpRdzFdq ¤ ρpBd1q   ρpBd2q   ρpBd3q   ρpBd4q ¤ c1ea2d for c1 : maxtc11, c12, c13, c14u.
Remark 3.5. The proof above shows that the subsets Bd1 and B
d
2 are of negligible size in
comparison to Bd3 and B
d
4 , since the n P N can be chosen arbitrarily large.
Proof of Proposition 3.6. Pick an arbitrary xd P Fd and recall that αpxd,Ydq is defined in (3.3).
Since |1^ ex  1^ ey| ¤ |x y| for all x, y P R, Taylor’s theorem implies
EYdrαpxd,Ydqs  βpxd, Y d1 q ¤ |plog ρq2pW d1 q|pY d1  xd1q2   T d1 pxdq   T d2 pxdq (3.17)
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for every realisation of Y d1 . Here W
d
1 satisfies plog ρq2pW d1 qpY d1 xd1q2{2  log ρpY d1 q log ρpxd1q
plog ρq1pxd1qpY d1  xd1q and
T d1 pxdq :
1
6
EYd

d¸
i2
 plog ρq3pxdi q  2pplog ρq1pxdi qq31F pxdi q pYi  xdi q3

ﬀ
,
T d2 pxdq :
1
24
EYd

d¸
i2
|plog ρqp4qpZdi q|pYi  xdi q4
ﬀ
,
were Zdi satisfies plog ρqp4qpZdi qpY di  xdi q4{4!  log ρpY di q 
°3
j0plog ρqpjqpxdi qpY di  xdi qj{j! for
any 2 ¤ i ¤ d. Recall Y di  xdi is normal Np0, l2{dq, for some constant l ¡ 0, and log ρ P E4.
Hence we may apply Proposition 3.23 to the function x ÞÑ plog ρq3pxq  2pplog ρq1pxqq31F pxq
to get T d1 pxdq ¤ C1

l6{d3 °di2 e|xdi |	1{2 for some constant C1 ¡ 0, independent of xd. Since
xd P Fd, the assumption in (3.7) yields T d1 pxdq ¤ C1l3p2ρpe|x|qq1{2{d. Similarly, we apply
Proposition 3.22 (with f  log ρ, n  k  4, m  1, s  1 and σ2  l2{d) and assumption (3.7)
to get T d2 pxdq ¤ C2d2
°d
i2 e
|xdi | ¤ C2d1 for some constant C2 ¡ 0 and all xd P Fd.
Recall f P E3 and let W˜ d1 be as in Proposition 3.22, satisfying f 1pW˜ d1 qpY d1  xd1q  fpY d1 q 
fpxd1q. Let C ¡ 0 be such that T d1 pxdq   T d2 pxdq ¤ Cd1 for all xd P Fd. The bound in (3.17),
Taylor’s theorem applied to f and Cauchy’s inequality yield:
Gdfpxdq  G˜dfpxdq ¤ dEY d1 fpY d1 q  fpxd1q  |plog ρq2pW d1 q|pY d1  xd1q2   Cd1
 dEY d1
f 1pW˜ d1 qplog ρq2pW d1 qpY d1  xd1q3  CEY d1
f 1pW˜ d1 qpY d1  xd1q
¤ d

EY d1
f 1pW˜ d1 q2pY d1  xd1q3EY d1
pplog ρq2q2 pW d1 qpY d1  xd1q3	1{2
 CEY d1
f 1pW˜ d1 qpY d1  xd1q ¤ C¯dp}f 1}28,1{2e|xd1|d3{2  e|xd1|d3{2q1{2   C¯}f 1}8,1{2e|xd1|d1{2.
The last inequality follows by three applications of Proposition 3.22, where C¯ ¡ 0 is a constant
that does not depend on f or xd P Fd. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Before tackling the proof of Proposition 3.7, we need the following three lemmas. Recall
that Kpx, Y q is defined in (3.13) and the set F satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 3.4.
Lemma 3.10. Pick x P F and let Y  Npx, l2{dq for some constant l ¡ 0. Then Kpx, Y q has
a density ξx satisfying }ξx}8 ¤ 4cF
?
d{p3l?2piq.
Proof. The existence of ξx follows from (3.13) and Proposition 3.28. Since x P F , we have
|plog ρq2pxq|   pplog ρq1pxqq2 and cF ¡ |plog ρq1pxq| ¡ 1{cF , by Proposition 3.4. Consider the
polynomial y ÞÑ ppyq : plog ρq1pxqy plog ρq2pxqy2{2 pplog ρq1pxqq3 y3{3. By (3.13), ppY xq 
Kpx, Y q. Since p1pyq  plog ρq2pxqy   plog ρq1pxqp1  plog ρq1pxq2y2q, we have
|p1pyq| ¥ |plog ρq1pxq|p1  plog ρq1pxq2y2q  |plog ρq2pxq| |y|
¡ |plog ρq1pxq|p1 |plog ρq1pxqy|   |plog ρq1pxqy|2q ¡ 3
4cF
,
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where the second inequality holds since |plog ρq2pxq|   pplog ρq1pxqq2 and the third follows from
infzPRt1|z|  z2u  3{4 and |plog ρq1pxq| ¡ 1{cF . The lemma now follows by Proposition 3.29.
Recall that the proposal is normal Yd  pY d1 , . . . , Y dd q  Npxd, l2{d  Idq.
Lemma 3.11. For any xd P Fd, the sum
°d
k2Kpxdi , Y di q has a density ξdxd. Moreover, there
exists a constant CK such that }ξdxd}8 ¤ CK holds for all d P N and all xd P Fd.
Proof. Fix xd P Fd and, for each i, let ξi denote the density of Kpxdi , Y di q as in the previous
lemma. Since the components of Yd are IID, we have ξd
xd
 di2ξi  ξF  ξRzF , where
ξF : xdi PF ξi and ξRzF : xdi RF ξi. By the definition of convolution and the fact that ξRzF is
a density, it follows that }ξd
xd
}8 ¤ }ξF }8}ξRzF }1  }ξF }8. By Lemma 3.10 there exists C ¡ 0
such that, for any d P N, it holds }ξi}8   C
?
d if xdi P F . Condition (3.8) implies there are at
least pd 1qρpF q{2 factors in the convolution ξF  xdi PF ξi. Hence Proposition 3.27 applied to
ξF yields }ξdxd}8 ¤ }ξF }8 ¤ c C
?
d?
pd1qρpF q{2 . This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.12. Let xd P Fd. The function y ÞÑ βpxd, yq, defined in (3.12), is in C2pRq and the
following holds:
(i) 0   βpxd, yq ¤ 1 for all y P R;
(ii) βpxd, xd1q  EYd

1^ e°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q

;
(iii)
 BByβpxd, yq ¤ plog ρq1pxd1q for all y P R;
(iv) BByβpxd, xd1q  plog ρq1pxd1qEYd

e
°d
i2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

;
(v)
 B2By2βpxd, yq ¤ plog ρq1pxd1q2 pCK   1q for all y P R and constant CK from Lemma 3.11.
Proof. (i) and (ii) follow from the definition in (3.12). Since x ÞÑ 1 ^ ex is Lipschitz (with
Lipschitz constant 1) on R, the family of functions tx ÞÑ p1 ^ ex h  1 ^ exq{h;h P Rzt0uu is
bounded by one and converges pointwise to 1tx 0uex for all x P Rzt0u, as h Ñ 0. Hence the
DCT implies that BByβpxd, yq exists and can be expressed as
plog ρq1pxd1qEYd

eplog ρq
1pxd1qpyxd1q 
°d
i2Kpxdi ,Y di q1tplog ρq1pxd1qpyxd1q °di2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

, (3.18)
implying (iii) and (iv). Let ΦdK denote the distribution of
°d
i2Kpxdi , Y di q and recall that by
definition we have ex1tx 0u  1^ ex  1tx¥0u for all x P R. Hence, by (3.18), it follows
B
Byβpx
d, yq  plog ρq1pxd1q
 
βpxd, yq  1  ΦdK
 plog ρq1pxd1qpy  xd1q , (3.19)
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By Lemma 3.11, ΦdK is differentiable. Hence, by (3.19),
B2
By2βpxd, yq also exists and takes the
form:
 plog ρq1pxd1q2  βpxd, yq  1  ΦdK  plog ρq1pxd1qpy  xd1q ξdxd  plog ρq1pxd1qpy  xd1q .
Part (v) follows from this representation of B
2
By2βpxd, yq and Lemma 3.11.
Proof of Proposition 3.7. Fix an arbitrary xd P Fd. Let Z1,W1 be RVs, as in Proposition 3.22,
that satisfy
fpY d1 q  fpxd1q  f 1pxd1qpY d1  xd1q  
f2pxd1q
2
pY d1  xd1q2  
f3pZ1q
6
pY d1  xd1q3,
βpxd, Y d1 q  βpxd, xd1q  
B
Byβpx
d, xd1qpY d1  xd1q  
B2
By2βpxd,W1q
2
pY d1  xd1q2.
Then, by the definition of G˜dfpxdq in (3.11) and the fact Y d1  xd1  Np0, l2{dq, we find
G˜dfpxdq  l
2f2pxd1q
2
βpxd, xd1q   l2f 1pxdj q
B
Byβpx
d, xd1q
  dEY d1

βpxd, xd1q
f3pZ1q
6
  f 1pxd1q
B2
By2βpxd,W1q
2

pY d1  xd1q3
ﬀ
  dEY d1

f2pxd1q
2
B2
By2βpxd,W1q
2
  f
3pZ1q
6
B
Byβpx
d, xd1q

pY d1  xd1q4
ﬀ
  dEY d1

f3pZ1q
6
B2
By2βpxd,W1q
2
pY d1  xd1q5
ﬀ
.
By parts (ii) and (iv) in Lemma 3.12 and the definition of Gˆdfpxdq in (3.14) we have Gˆdfpxdq 
l2f2pxd1q
2
βpxd, xd1q   l2f 1pxdj q BByβpxd, xd1q. The three expectations in the display above can each be
bounded by a constant times p°3i1 }f piq}8,1{2qe|xd1|d1{2 using Proposition 3.22 and Lemma 3.12.
For instance, the first expectation can be bounded above using (v) in Lemma 3.12:
d
6
EY d1
|f3pZ1q||Y d1  xd1|3  dpCK   1q2 |f 1pxd1q||plog ρq1pxd1q|2EY d1 |Y d1  xd1|3 .
Proposition 3.22 yields d
6
EY d1
|f3pZ1q||Y d1  xd1|3 ¤ C0e|xd1|}f3}8,1d1{2 ¤ C0e|xd1|}f3}8,1{2d1{2
for some C0 ¡ 0. Moreover, |f 1pxd1q||plog ρq1pxd1q|2 ¤ }f 1}8,1{2}pplog ρq1q2}8,1{2e|xd1| as log ρ P E4
and f P E3. Hence dpCK 1q
2
|f 1pxd1q||plog ρq1pxd1q|2EY d1
|Y d1  xd1|3 ¤ C1e|xd1|}f 1}8,1{2d1{2 for some
C1 ¡ 0. Similarly, it follows that the second and third expectations above decay as d1 and
d3{2, respectively. This concludes the proof of the proposition.
Lemma 3.13. Recall that N pxd,Ydq and °di2Kpxdi , Y di q are defined in (3.15) and (3.13),
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respectively. Then there exists a constant C such that for all d P N we have:
EYd

d¸
i2
Kpxdi , Y di q N pxd,Ydq

ﬀ
¤ Cd1{2, xd P Fd.
Proof. The difference in question is smaller than the sum of the following two terms:
T d3 pxdq  EYd

d¸
i2
plog ρq2pxdi q
2

pY di  xdi q2 
l2
d


ﬀ
,
T d4 pxdq  EYd

d¸
i2
 plog ρq1pxdi q3 1F pxdi q
3
pY di  xdi q3

ﬀ
.
Note that Xi : pY di  xdi q2  l2{d, 2 ¤ i ¤ d, are zero mean IID with ErX4i s  2l4{d2.
Hence, as log ρ P E4, we may apply Proposition 3.23 with the function x ÞÑ plog ρq2pxq and
Xi,2 ¤ i ¤ d, to get T d3 pxdq ¤ }plog ρq2}8,1{2

2pl4{d2q°di2 e|xdi |	1{2 ¤ C0d1{2 for some con-
stant C0 ¡ 0, where the second inequality follows from (3.7). Similarly, Proposition 3.23 and
assumption (3.7), applied to the function x ÞÑ pplog ρq1pxqq31F pxq and RVs Y di  xdi , yield
T d4 pxdq ¤ C1
°d
i2 e
|xdi |{d3
	1{2
¤ C2d1 for some constants C1, C2 ¡ 0 and all d P N.
Lemma 3.14. There exist constants c1, c
1
1 ¡ 0, such that for any d P N, i P t2,    , du, xd P Fd
and xdi R F , it holdslogϕiptq 

i
l2
2d
plog ρq2pxdi qt
l2
2d
 plog ρq1pxdi q2 t2

 ¤ c1d3{2 pt2   |t|3q, |t| ¤ c11d3{4,
where ϕiptq : EY di rexppitKpxdi , Y di qqs, t P R, is the CF of Kpxdi , Y di q (see (3.13)).
Remark 3.6. Recall that the set F satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 3.4. The proof of
Lemma 3.14 requires the control of the functions plog ρq1 and plog ρq2 on the complement of F ,
where they are unbounded. It is crucial that their argument xdi is the i-th coordinate of a point
xd P Fd, since, through assumption (3.7), we have control over the size of xdi in terms of the
dimension d of the chain. These fact plays a key role in the proof. Since (3.7) does not say
anything about the first coordinate xd1, the assumption i ¡ 1 is required.
Proof. By Lemma 3.32, the following inequality holds for all |t| ¤ d{p2l2|plog ρq2pxdi q|q:
logϕiptq 

i
l2
2d
plog ρq2pxdi qt
l2
2d
 plog ρq1pxdi q2 t2


¤ l
4
d2

1
2
 plog ρq2pxdi q2 t2    plog ρq1pxdi q2 plog ρq2pxdi q |t|3


, (3.20)
Since xd P Fd and i ¡ 1, assumption (3.7) implies that for any f P E0 there exists Cf ¡ 0 such
that |fpxdi q|2{Cf ¤ e|xdi | ¤
°d
i2 e
|xdi | ¤ 2dρpe|x|q. Hence |fpxdi q| ¤ cf
?
d for all d P N and all 2 ¤
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i ¤ d, where cf : p2Cfρpe|x|qq1{2. Since log ρ P E4, both functions f1pxq : pplog ρq2pxqq2{2 and
f2pxq : pplog ρq1pxqq2|plog ρq2pxq| are in E0. Then (3.20) and the constants c1 : l4 maxtcf1 , cf2u
and c11 : 1{p2l2
a
2cf1q yield the inequalities in the lemma.
We now deal with the coordinates of Fd that are in F . Compared to Lemma 3.14, this is
straightforward as it does not involve the remainder of the coordinates of the point in Fd.
Lemma 3.15. If x P F , then Kpx, Y q (see (3.13)), where Y  Npx, l2{dq, satisfies:
(a) µK : EY rKpx, Y qs ¤ l
2c2F
2d
, where cF ¡ 0 is the constant in Proposition 3.4;
(b) |EY rpKpx, Y q  µKq2s  pplog ρq1pxqq2 l2d | ¤ C1d2 for some constant C1 ¡ 0 and all d P N;
(c) EY
|Kpx, Y q  µK |3 ¤ C2d3{2 for some constant C2 ¡ 0 and all d P N.
Moreover, the constants C1 and C2 do not depend on the choice of x P F .
Proof. By definition of F in Proposition 3.4 we have |plog ρq1pxq| ¤ cF and |plog ρq2pxq| ¤ c2F
for x P F . By (3.13), µK  l22dplog ρq2pxq and (a) follows. Recall EY rpY  xqns is either zero
(if n is odd) or of order dn{2 (if n is even) and EY rpY  xq2s  l2{d. Hence the definition of
K in (3.13), the fact x P F and part (a) imply the inequality in part (b). For part (c), note
that an analogous argument yields EY rpKpx, Y q  µKq6s ¤ C 1d3 for some constant C 1 ¡ 0.
Cauchy’s inequality concludes the proof of the lemma.
Lemma 3.16. Let assumptions of Lemma 3.15 hold and denote by ϕ the characteristic function
of Kpx, Y q. There exist positive constants c2 and c12, such that the following holds for all x P F :logϕptq 

it
l2
2d
plog ρq2pxq  t
2l2
2d
plog ρq1pxq2

 ¤ c2

t2
d2
  |t|
3
d3{2
  t
4
d2


, |t| ¤ c12
?
d. (3.21)
Proof. Let σ2K : EY rpKpx, Y qµKq2s and recall µK  l
2
2d
plog ρq2pxq. By Lemma 3.31 we have
logϕptq 

it
l2
2d
plog ρq2pxq  t
2
2
σ2K

 ¤ |t|3EY |Kpx, Y q  µK |3 {6  t4σ4K{4, |t| ¤ 1σK .
(3.22)
By Lemma 3.15(b) we have |σ2K  l2plog ρq1pxq2{d| ¤ C1d2. Hence σ2K ¤ d1pc12q2, where
c12 : pl2c2F   C1q1{2, and σ4K ¤ pc12q4d2. This, together with Lemma 3.15(c), implies that
there exists a constant c2 ¡ 0, such that the inequality in (3.21) follows from (3.22) for all
|t| ¤ c12d1{2 ¤ 1{σK and x P F .
Lemma 3.17. For any d P N and xd P Fd, let ΦdK and ΦdN be the distribution functions of°d
i2Kpxdi , Y di q and N pxd,Ydq. Then there exists C ¡ 0 such that
sup
xPR
ΦdN pxq  ΦdKpxq ¤ Cd1{2, d P N, xd P Fd.
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Proof. Let ϕK and ϕN be the CFs of
°d
i2Kpxdi , Y di q and N pxd,Ydq, respectively. We will
compare ϕK and ϕN and apply Proposition 3.30 to establish the lemma. Let ϕi be the CF of
Kpxdi , Y di q and recall, by (3.15),
ϕN ptq  exp

1
2
it
l2
d
d¸
i2
plog ρq2pxdi q 
1
2
t2
l2
d
d¸
i2
 plog ρq1pxdi q2

Define the positive constants c : maxtc1, c2u and c1 : mint1, l2J{p32cq, c11, c12u, where the
constants c1, c
1
1 (resp. c2, c
1
2) are given in Lemma 3.14 (resp. Lemma 3.16) and J is as in
assumption (3.9). Note that the constants c, c1 do not depend on the choice of xd P Fd.
Lemmas 3.14 and 3.16 imply the following inequality for all d P N and xd P Fd:
|logϕKptq  logϕN ptq| ¤
d¸
i2
logϕiptq 

it
l2
2d
plog ρq2pxdi q 
t2l2
2d
 
log ρpxdi q
2
 ¤ Rptq,
for all |t| ¤ r, where r : c1?d and Rptq : cpt2   |t|3   t4{?dq{?d. Since |t|3 ¤ ?dc1t2 and
t4 ¤ dc12t2 for |t| ¤ r, we have
Rptq ¤ t2pc{
?
d  cc1   cc12q ¤ t2pc{
?
d  2cc1q, t P rr, rs. (3.23)
There exists d10 P N such that the variance σ2N pxdq  l2{d
°d
i2pplog ρq1pxdi qq2 of N pxd,Ydq
satisfies σ2N pxdq ¥ l2J{2 for all d ¥ d10 and xd P Fd (follows by (3.9)). Let γ : 1{2 and
pick d0 P N, greater than maxtd10, p16c{l2Jq2u. Then, for any d ¥ d0, the inequality c{
?
d ¤
γl2J{8 holds. Since c1 ¤ l2J{p32cq, we have 2cc1 ¤ γl2J{8, and the bound in (3.23) implies
Rptq ¤ 1
2
t2γl2J{2 ¤ 1
2
t2γσ2N pxdq for all t P rr, rs. By Proposition 3.30, for all d ¥ d0,
supxPR
ΦdN pxq  ΦdKpxq is bounded above by
»
R
Rptq
pi|t| exp

p1 γqσ
2
N pxdqt2
2


dt  12
?
2
pi3{2σN pxdqr ¤ C
1{
?
d,
where C 1 : c ³Rp|t|   t2   |t|3q exppl2Jt2{8qdt   24?2pi3{2l2Jc1 . Since the left-hand side of the
inequality in the lemma is bounded above by 1, the inequality holds for all d P N if we define
C : maxtC 1,?d0u.
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Since |1^ ey  1^ ex| ¤ |x y| for x, y P R, Lemma 3.13 implies
EYd 1^ eN pxd,Ydq EYd 1^ e°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q ¤ C 1d1{2
for some constant C 1 ¡ 0 and all d P N. Recall ex1tx 0u  1^ ex  1  1tx¤0u for all x P Rzt0u.
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Hence Lemmas 3.13 and 3.17 yield
EYd eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u EYd e°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q1t°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q 0u

¤
EYd 1^ eN pxd,Ydq EYd 1^ e°di2Kpxdi ,Y di q  ΦdN p0q  ΦdKp0q ¤ C2d1{2
for some C2 ¡ 0 and all d P N. The proposition follows.
Proof of Proposition 3.9. For any xd P Fd, by [RGG97, Prop. 2.4], we have
EYd

eN px
d,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

 eµN pxdq σ
2
N px
dq
2 Φ

σN pxdq  µN px
dq
σN pxdq


,
EYd

1^ eN pxd,Ydq

 EYd

eN px
d,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u

  Φ

µN pxdq
σN pxdq


.
where Φ is the distribution of a standard normal RV. Note that it is sufficient to prove the
inequality in the proposition for all d ¡ d0 for some d0 P N, as the expectations above are
bounded by 1. The constant C can be increased so that the first d0 inequalities are also valid.
Recall the formulas for µN pxdq and σ2N pxdq from (3.15). By assumptions (3.9) and (3.10)
it follows that
µN pxdq   σ2N pxdq{2 ¤ cad{?d for some constant c ¡ 0 and all large d and
xd P Fd. Note that Ma : supdPNpad{
?
dq   8 since tadudPN is sluggish. The function x ÞÑ ex is
Lipschitz on rcMa, cMas with constant ecMa . Consequently
eµN pxdq σ2N pxdq{2  1 ¤ ecMaad{?d
for large d and uniformly in xd P Fd.
By assumption (3.9), for all large d P N and all xd P Fd, we have σN pxdq ¥ l
?
J{?2.
Hence, since the function x ÞÑ ?x is Lipschitz with constant c1 : 1{pl
?
2Jq on r l2J
2
,8q, we getσN pxdq{2 l?J{2 ¤ pc1{2q σ2N pxdq  l2J  ¤ c2ad{?d, where constant c2 ¡ 0 exists by (3.9).
Moreover, |pµN pxdq   σ2N pxdq{2q{σN pxdq| ¤ c3ad{
?
d for c3 ¡ 0 and all large d.
Since σN pxdq µN pxdq{σN pxdq 
 
µN pxdq   σ2N pxdq{2
 {σN pxdq σN pxdq{2, the inequalities
in the previous paragraph imply that there exists c4 ¡ 0 such that |σN pxdq µN pxdq{σN pxdq
l
?
J{2| ¤ c4ad{
?
d for large d and uniformly in xd P Fd. Since Φ is Lipschitz with constant
1{?2pi, there exists a constant C 11 ¡ 1, such thatEYd eN pxd,Ydq1tN pxd,Ydq 0u Φ
l?J
2

 ¤ C 11 ad?d
holds for all large d and all xd P Fd. Similarly,
EYd 1^ eN pxd,Ydq 2Φl?J2 	 ¤ C 12 ad?d for
some C 12 ¡ 0 all large d and all xd P Fd, and the proposition follows.
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3.2.3 Proof of Proposition 3.2
Proposition 3.18. Let a  tadudPN be a sluggish sequence and p P r1,8q. There exists a
constant C (depending on a and p) such that for every f P E3 and all d P N we have:
}Gf  Gdf}p ¤ C

3¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2

ad?
d
  ea2d{p


.
In the case p  2, define ad :
?
2 log d for d P Nzt1u and note that Proposition 3.2 then
follows as a special case of Proposition 3.18.
Lemma 3.19. There exists a constant C such that for all f P E3 and all d P N we have:
max
 Gfpxdq , Gdfpxdq( ¤ Ce|xd1| 2¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2, xd P Rd.
Proof. The triangle inequality, plog ρq1pxqf 1pxq ¤ }plog ρq1}8,1{2}f 1}8,1{2e|x| and the definition
in (3.4) imply the bound in the lemma for |Gfpxdq|. To bound |Gdfpxdq|, define
β˜pxd, yq : EYd

1^ exp

log ρpyq  log ρpxd1q  
d¸
i2
log ρpY di q  log ρpxdi q
ﬀ
for any y P R. Then, if ξ denotes the density of Y d1  xd1  Np0, l2{dq, we get
Gdfpxdq  d EY d1
 
fpY d1 q  fpxd1q

β˜pxd, Y d1 q

¤ d
» 8
0
z
f 1pw1qβ˜pxd, xd1   zq  f 1pw2qβ˜pxd, xd1  zq ξpzqdz, (3.24)
where w1 P pxd1, xd1 zq and w2 P pxd1z, xd1q satisfy zf 1pw1q  fpxd1 zqfpxd1q and zf 1pw2q 
fpxd1  zq  fpxd1q, respectively. Moreover, |f 1pw1q  f 1pw2q| ¤ 2z|f2pw3q| holds for some w3 in
the interval pxd1  z, xd1   zq. Since x ÞÑ 1^ ex is Lipschitz with constant 1, we getβ˜pxd, xd1   zq  β˜pxd, xd1  zq ¤ log ρpxd1   zq  log ρpxd1  zq ¤ 2z|plog ρq1pw4q|
for some w4 P pxd1 z, xd1  zq. By adding and subtracting f 1pw2qβ˜pxd, xd1  zq on the right-hand
side of (3.24), applying the two bounds we just derived and noting that β˜ ¤ 1, we get
Gdfpxdq ¤ 2d
» 8
0
z2|f2pw3q|ξpzqdz   2d
» 8
0
z2|f 1pw2qplog ρq1pw4q|ξpzqdz. (3.25)
Note that, since maxt|w3|, |w2|, |w4|u ¤ |xd1|   z and }f2}8,1 ¤ }f2}8,1{2, we have
|f2pw3q| ¤ }f2}8,1e|w3| ¤ }f2}8,1{2e|xd1| z, plog ρq1pw4qf 1pw2q ¤ }plog ρq1}8,1{2}f 1}8,1{2e|xd1| z,
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which, together with inequality (3.25), implies the lemma.
Proof of Proposition 3.18. By Theorem 3.3 (on Fd) and Lemma 3.19 (on RdzFd), there exists
a constant C ¡ 0 such that for any f P E3 the following inequality holds:
}Gdf  Gf}pp 
»
Fd
Gdfpxdq  Gfpxdqp ρdpxdqdxd  
»
RdzFd
Gdfpxdq  Gfpxdqp ρdpxdqdxd
¤ Cρpep|x|q

apd
dp{2
ρdpFdq   ρdpRdzFdq

 3¸
i1
}f piq}8,1{2
p
.
Apply Proposition 3.5 and raise both sides of the inequality to the power 1{p to conclude the
proof of the proposition.
3.2.4 Proof of Theorem 3.1
Lemma 3.20. Assume that ρ is a strictly positive density in C1 and that (3.2) holds. Then,
for any d P N, the RWM chain tXdnunPN is V -uniformly ergodic with V proportional to ρ1{2d .
Proof. By Theorem 1.9 the lemma follows, if we prove that the target ρd satisfies
lim
|xd|Ñ8
xd
|xd| ∇plog ρdqpx
dq  lim
|xd|Ñ8
d¸
i1
xdi
|xdi |
plog ρq1pxdi q  8, (3.26)
lim inf
|xd|Ñ8
PYd

ρdpYdq ¥ ρdpxdq
 ¡ 0. (3.27)
Assumption (3.2) implies that the expression x{|x|  plog ρq1pxq is bounded above and takes
arbitrarily large negative values as |x| Ñ 8. This yields (3.26), since |xd| Ñ 8 implies that
|xdi | Ñ 8 holds for at least one i P t1, . . . , du.
Condition (3.27) is analogous to condition 1.6 in Theorem 1.9. To prove it, recall that
Yd  Npxd, l2{d  Idq and define the set
Bpxdq :
"
yd P Rd : x
d
i
|xdi |
 pydi  xdi q P
2l?
d
,
l?
d


for all i ¤ d
*
,
where we interpret xdi {|xdi | : 1 if xdi  0. Clearly infxdPRd PYd

Bpxdq ¡ 0. We now prove,
that if |xd| is sufficiently large, then ρdpydq ¥ ρdpxdq for all yd P Bpxdq, which implies (3.27).
By (3.2), far enough from zero, ρ is decreasing in a direction away from the origin. Therefore,
there exists a compact interval Kρ  R such that p2l{
?
d, 2l{?dq  Kρ and ρpyq ¥ ρpxq
whenever x R Kρ and x{|x|  py  xq P p2l{
?
d,l{?dq. We claim that for every yd P Bpxdq,
the inequality ρpydi q{ρpxdi q ¥ pminxPKρ ρpxqq{pmaxxPR ρpxqq P p0, 1q holds. If xdi P Kρ, then
ydi P Kρ and the inequality follows trivially. If xdi R Kρ, then, by the definition of Kρ, we have
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ρpydi q{ρpxdi q ¥ 1. This proves the claim. Hence, for yd P Bpxdq we have
ρdpydq
ρdpxdq ¥

max
i¤d
ρpydi q
ρpxdi q




minxPKρ ρpxq
maxxPR ρpxq

d1
. (3.28)
We now prove that the ratio ρpydi q{ρpxdi q takes arbitrarily large values as |xdi | Ñ 8. To show
this, pick yd P Bpxdq and assume the inequality ydi ¡ xdi . Then xdi   0 and ydi  xdi ¡ l{
?
d.
Moreover the following holds
ρpydi q
ρpxdi q
 exp

log

ρpydi q
ρpxdi q



¥ 1 
» ydi
xdi
plog ρq1pzqdz ¥ 1  l{
?
d inf
z xdi 2l{
?
d
plog ρq1pzq Ñ 8
as xdi Ñ 8 by (3.2). This, together with (3.28), implies (3.27). The case ydi   xdi is analogous
and the lemma follows.
Proposition 3.21. If a strictly positive ρ satisfies (3.2) and log ρ P Enρ and f P Enf for some
integers nρ, nf P N0, then the function fˆ , defined in (3.6), satisfies fˆ P Eminpnf 2,nρ 1q.
Proof. Clearly, if f P Cnf and ρ P Cnρ and if ρ is strictly positive, then fˆ P Cminpnf 2,nρ 1q. Pick
s ¡ 0. The L’Hospital rule implies:
lim
xÑ8
fˆpxq
es|x|
 2
shplq limxÑ8
³x
8 ρpyqpρpfq  fpyqqdy
esxρpxq 
2
shplq limxÑ8
ρpfq  fpxq
sesx   esxplog ρq1pxq .
The last limit is zero by (3.2). An analogous argument shows limxÑ8 fˆpxq{es|x|  0. Hence,
}fˆ}8,s   8 also holds for all s ¡ 0. Since hplqfˆ 1pxq{2 
 ³x
8 ρpyqpρpfq  fpyqqdy
 {ρpxq, this
argument implies that }fˆ 1}8,s   8 holds for all s ¡ 0. Hence fˆ P E1.
Proceed by induction: assume that for all k ¤ n (where 1 ¤ n   minpnf   2, nρ   1q) we
have }fˆ pkq}8,s   8 for any s ¡ 0. Pick an arbitrary u ¡ 0. By differentiating (3.5) we obtain
fˆ pn 1q  
n1¸
k0

n 1
k


plog ρqpk 1qfˆ pnkq   2
hplqpρpfq  fq
pn1q.
Since n ¤ minpnρ, nf   1q, the induction hypothesis implies }fˆ pkq}8,u{2   8 for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n.
By assumption we have }f pn1q}8,u   8 and }plog ρqpkq}8,u{2   8 for all 1 ¤ k ¤ n. Hence
}fˆ pn 1q}8,u   8 holds for an arbitrary u ¡ 0 and the proposition follows.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. By Lemma 3.20, the RWM chain Xd is V -uniformly ergodic with V
proportional to ρ
1{2
d . Proposition 3.21 implies fˆ P E3, since we have f P E1 and log ρ P E4. By
Remark 3.7(c) in Section 3.3 below we have fˆ 2 P E3. Since Pdfˆ  p1{dqGdfˆ   fˆ , Lemma 3.19
implies that pPdfˆq2pxdq ¤ Cfˆe2|x
d
1| for some positive constant Cfˆ and all x
d P Rd. Hence (3.2)
and the definition of V imply the inequality maxtfˆ 2, pPdfˆq2u ¤ cV for some constant c ¡ 0.
Consequently, the CLT(Xd,f   dpPdfˆ  fˆq) holds with some asymptotic variance σˆ2f,d.
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By Theorem 1.5 we can bound
σˆ2f,d ¤
2
1 θd }Pdpdfˆq  dfˆ   f  ρpfq}
2
2 
2
1 θd }Gdfˆ  Gfˆ}
2
2.
Finally, the result follows by Proposition 3.2.
3.3 Technical results
The results in Section 3.3 use the ideas of Berry-Esseen theory and large deviations as well as
the optimal Young inequality, and do not depend on anything in this chapter that precedes
them.
3.3.1 Bounds on the expectations of test functions
We start with elementary observations.
Remark 3.7. Recall that En, n P N0, is defined in (3.1). The following statements hold.
(a) If n ¤ m, then Em  En.
(b) For n P N, f P En if and only if f 1 P En1.
(c) If f P En and g P Em then f   g, fg P Eminpn,mq.
Proposition 3.22. Pick an arbitrary n P N. Assume f P En, k ¤ n, x P R and Y  Npx, σ2q.
Then there exists measurable Z satisfying f pkqpZqpY  xqk{k!  fpY q °k1i0 f piqpxqpY  xqi{i!
and |Z  x|   |Y  x|. Furthermore there exists a constant C ¡ 0 (depending on n) such that,
for any m P N and s ¡ 0 we have
EY
f pkqpZqm |Y  x|n ¤ Ces2σ2EY r|Y  x|ns }f pkq}m8,s{mes|x|.
Proof. A RV Z, defined via the integral form of the remainder in Taylor’s theorem, lies a.s.
between Y and x, implying |Z  x|   |Y  x|. Cauchy’s inequality yields
EY
f pkqpZqm |Y  x|n2 ¤ EY f pkqpZq2mEY |Y  x|2n . (3.29)
Since f P En  Ek, we have supxPR
f pkqpxq2m e2s|x|  }f pkq}2m8,s{m   8. As Y  Npx, σ2q, the
equality EY
|Y  x|2n  C2{2  EY r|Y  x|ns2 holds, for some C ¡ 0 depending only on n.
Hence, by (3.29), we get
EY
f pkqpZqm |Y  x|n ¤ C{?2  }f pkq}m8,s{mbEY re2s|Z|sEY r|Y  x|ns .
It remains to note EY e2sp|Z||x|q ¤ EY e2s|Zx| ¤ EY e2s|Yx| ¤ 2EY e2spYxq  2e2s2σ2 .
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Proposition 3.23. Let f : R Ñ R be a measurable (not necessary continuous) function such
that }f}8,1{2   8. Fix n P N, xd P Rd and let X1, X2 . . . , Xd be IID copies of X, satisfying
E rXns  0 and E rX2ns   8. Then the following inequality holds:
E

d¸
i1
fpxdi qXni
ﬀ ¤ }f}8,1{2

ErX2ns
d¸
i1
e|x
d
i |
1{2
.
Remark 3.8. Note that the assumptions of Proposition 3.23 imply that, if X is a non-zero RV,
then n P N has to be odd.
Proof. By Jensen’s inequality, the fact that ErXs  0 and the assumption on f we get
E

d¸
i1
fpxdi qXni
ﬀ2
¤ E

 d¸
i1
fpxdi qXni
2ﬁﬂ  d¸
i1
pfpxdi qq2E

X2ni
 ¤ }f}28,1{2ErX2ns d¸
i1
e|x
d
i |.
3.3.2 Deviations of the sums of IID random variables
Proposition 3.24. Let f P E0 be such that ρpfq  0 and let a  tadudPN be a sluggish sequence.
If the random vector pX1,d, . . . , Xd,dq follows the density ρd for all d P N, then for every t ¡ 0
the following inequality holds for all but finitely many d P N:
Pρd
 1d 1
d¸
i2
fpXi,dq
 ¥ tad?d
ﬀ
¤ exppt2a2d{p3ρpf 2qqq.
Remark 3.9. Proposition 3.24 is an elementary consequence of a deeper underlying result, that
the sequence of RVs t°di1 fpXi,dq{pad?dqudPN satisfies a moderate deviation principle with a
good rate function t ÞÑ t2{p2ρpf 2qq and speed a2d (see [EL03] for details). The key inequality
needed in the proof of Proposition 3.24 is given in the next lemma.
Lemma 3.25. Let assumptions of Proposition 3.24 hold. If ρpf 2q ¡ 0, then for every closed
B  R the following holds:
lim sup
dÑ8
a2d logPρd

d¸
i1
fpXi,dq{pad
?
dq P B
ﬀ
¤  inftx2{p2ρpf 2qq;x P Bu.
Proof. The moderate deviations results [EL03, Thm. 2.2, Lem. 2.5, Rem. 2.6] yield a sufficient
condition for the above inequality. More precisely, for X  ρ, we need to establish:
lim sup
dÑ8
a2d log

d  Pρ

|fpXq| ¥ ad
?
d
	
 8. (3.30)
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Fix an arbitrary m P N. Since f P E0, we have |fpxq| ¤ }f}8,1{me|x|{m for every x P R.
Consequently, for all large d, we get
Pρ

|fpXq| ¥ ad
?
d

¤ Pρ
}f}m8,1{me|X| ¥ dm{2 ¤ }f}m8,1{mρ  e|X| dm{2.
Since tadudPN is sluggish, there exists C0 ¡ 0 such that a2d logp}f}m8,1{mρpe|X|qq   C0   a2d log d
for all large d P N. Hence,
a2d logpd  Pρr|fpXq| ¥ ad
?
dsq ¤ a2d plogp}f}m8,1{mρpe|X|qq  pm{2 1q log dq   C0pm{2 2q
for all large d P N. Since m was arbitrary, (3.30) follows.
Proof of Proposition 3.24. Note that the proposition holds if ρpf 2q  0. Assume now ρpf 2q ¡ 0
and fix an arbitrary t ¡ 0. Note that since tadudPN is sluggish, so is ta1dudPN where a1d :
ad 1
a
d{pd  1q. Apply Lemma 3.25 toB  Rzpt, tq and ta1dudPN to get the following inequality
Pρd1

d1¸
i1
fpXi,d1q{pa1d1
?
d 1q
 ¥ t
ﬀ
¤ exp  3pa1d1q2t2{p8ρpf 2qq (3.31)
for all large enough d P N. Since 3pa1d1q2{8 ¥ a2d{3 for all but finitely many d P N, the right-hand
side in (3.31) is bounded above by expppadq2t2{p3ρpf 2qqq. Recall ρdpxdq  ρd1pxd1qρpxddq and
a1d1
?
d 1  adpd  1q{
?
d. The proposition follows as the left-hand side in inequality (3.31)
equals Pρdr|
°d
i2 fpXi,dq{pd 1q| ¥ tad{
?
ds.
The next result is based on a combinatorial argument. A special case of Proposition 3.26
was used in [RGG97, Lem. 2.1].
Proposition 3.26. Let n P N and a measurable f : R Ñ R satisfy ρpfq  0 and ρpf 2nq   8.
If the random vector pX1,d, . . . , Xd,dq is distributed according to ρd, then there exists a constant
C, independent of d, such that Pρd
 1d1 °di2 fpXi,dq ¥ 1 ¤ Cdn.
Remark 3.10. The constant C in Proposition 3.26 may depend on n P N and the function f .
Proof. Fix n P N. Markov’s inequality and the Multinomial theorem yield:
Pρd
 1d 1
d¸
i2
fpXi,dq
 ¥ 1
ﬀ
 Pρd


 1d 1
d¸
i2
fpXi,dq

2n
¥ 1
ﬁ
ﬂ ¤ Eρd

1
d 1
d¸
i2
fpXi,dq
2n
 pd 1q2n
¸
k2 k3  kd2n
k2,k3...,kdPN0zt1u

2n
k2, k3, . . . , kd

 d¹
i2
Eρ

fpXi,dqki

,
where last equality holds, because the expectation of any summand of the form
±d
i2 fpXi,dqki
is zero if any of the indices ki  1 since ρd has a product structure and ρpfq  0. By Jensen’s
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inequality,
±d
i2 Eρ

fpXi,dqki
 ¤±di2 Eρ rfpXi,dq2nski{2n  ρpf 2nq°di2 ki2n  ρpf 2nq, and hence
Pρd
 1d 1
d¸
i2
fpXi,dq
 ¥ 1
ﬀ
¤ p2nq!  ρpf 2nqpd 1q2n  |Nd| , (3.32)
where |Nd| stands for the cardinality of the set
Nd :
#
pk2, k3, . . . , kdq P Nd10 ;
d¸
i2
kd  2n and ki  1 for all 2 ¤ i ¤ d
+
.
Inequality (3.32) and the next claim prove the proposition.
Claim. |Nd| ¤ C 1dn for a constant C 1 independent of d.
Proof of Claim. Consider ζ : Nd10 Ñ Nd10 , ζpa2, a3, . . . , adq : p2ta22 u, 2ta32 u, . . . 2tad2 uq, a func-
tion that rounds each entry down to the nearest even number. Every element in the image
ζpNdq is a pd 1q-tuple of non-negative even integers with sum at most 2n. Recall the number
of k-combinations with repetition, chosen from a set of d  1 objects, equals  k d2
k

. There
exists C2 ¡ 0, such that
|ζpNdq| ¤

#
pk2, k3, . . . , kdq P Nd10 ;
d¸
i2
kd ¤ n
+

n¸
k0

#
pk2, k3, . . . , kdq P Nd10 ;
d¸
i2
kd  k
+ 
n¸
k0

k   d 2
k


¤ C2dn.
Note that the pre-image of a singleton under ζ contains at most 2n elements (pd  1q-
tuples) of Nd. Indeed, by the definition of Nd, at most n coordinates of an element are not
zero and each can either reduce by one or stay the same. Hence, for C 1 : C22n, we have
|Nd| ¤ 2n  |ζpNdq| ¤ C 1dn.
3.3.3 Bounds on the densities of certain random variables
The key step in the proof of Proposition 3.27 below is the optimal Young’s inequality: for
p, q ¥ 1 and r P r1,8s, such that 1{p  1{q  1  1{r, and functions f P LppRq and g P LqpRq,
their convolution f  g satisfies the inequality
}f  g}r ¤ CpCq
Cr
}f}p}g}q, where Cs :
$&
%
b
s1{s
s11{s
1 , if s P p1,8q and 1{s  1{s1  1,
1, if s P t1,8u.
(3.33)
For s P r1,8q, }  }s is the usual norm on LspRq and }  }8 denotes the essential supremum
norm on L8pRq. The proof of (3.33) for r   8 is given in [Bar98, Thm. 1]. In the case r  8,
we have CpCq{Cr  1 and the inequality in (3.33) reduces to a case of the standard Young
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inequality for convolutions.
Proposition 3.27. Let X1, X2, . . . , Xd be independent RVs, each Xi with a bounded density ξi.
The density ξd of the sum
°d
i1Xi satisfies }ξd}8 ¤ cmaxi¤d }ξi}8{
?
d for some c ¡ 0.
Remark 3.11. The factor d1{2 in the inequality of Proposition 3.27 above comes from opti-
mal constants in (3.33) and is crucial for the analysis in this chapter. The standard Young’s
inequality for convolutions would only yield }ξd}8 ¤ cmaxi¤d }ξi}8, which gives insufficient
control over ξd.
Proof of Proposition 3.27. Since RVs Xi are independent, the density of their sum is a con-
volution of the respective densities, ξd  di1ξi. For all i and each t ¡ 1 we have ξi P
L8pRq X L1pRq  LtpRq. Moreover, the following inequality holds for every k ¤ d 1:
ξd8  di1ξi8 ¤

C d
d1
	k
C d
k

k¹
i1
}ξi} d
d1
dik 1ξi d
k
. (3.34)
We prove (3.34) by induction on k. For k  1, note that d and d
d1 are Ho¨lder conjugates,
that is 1{d   1{pd{pd  1qq  1. Hence, (3.33) for r  8, q  d, p  d{pd  1q, f  ξ1 and
g  di2ξi implies }ξd}8 ¤ }ξ1} d
d1
di2ξid and C dd1  C1d . Now assume (3.34) holds for
some k ¤ d  2. Since pd{pd 1qq1   pd{pk   1qq1  1   pd{kq1, the inequality in (3.33)
implies dik 1ξi d
k
¤
C d
d1
C d
k 1
C d
k
}ξk 1} d
d1
dik 2ξi d
k 1
.
This inequality and the induction hypothesis, (3.34) for k, implies (3.34) for k   1.
Since ξ1 is a density, we have }ξi}1  1. Hence, we find }ξi} d
d1
¤ }ξi}
d1
d
1 }ξi}
1
d8  }ξi}
1
d8 for
each i, and in particular
±d
i1 }ξi} dd1 ¤ maxi¤d p}ξi}8q. By (3.34) for k  d 1 we get
ξd8 ¤

C d
d1
	d d¹
i1
}ξi} d
d1
¤ max
i¤d
p}ξi}8q

C d
d1
	d
.
Since limdÑ8
?
d

C d
d1
	d
 ?e, there exists c ¡ 0 such that

C d
d1
	d
¤ c{?d for all d P N.
Polynomials of continuous RVs play an important role in the proofs of Section 3.2.
Proposition 3.28. Let X be a continuous RV and p a polynomial. Then the RV ppXq has a
density.
Proof. The set B : p ppp1q1 pt0uqq has finitely many points. Moreover, p is locally invertible on
RzB by the inverse function theorem and the inverses are differentiable. Hence, for any x R B,
the set p1 pp8, xsq is a disjoint union of intervals with boundaries that depend smoothly on
x. Since PrppXq ¤ xs  PrX P p1 pp8, xsqs, the proposition follows.
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Proposition 3.29. Let N  Npµ, σ2q be a normal RV and p a polynomial that satisfies
infxPR |p1pxq| ¥ cp for some constant cp ¡ 0. Then the RV ppNq has a probability density
function ξppNq, which satisfies }ξppNq}8 ¤ pcpσ
?
2piq1.
Proof. Obviously, p is strictly monotonic and thus a bijection. Moreover, the distribution
ΦppNqpq of ppNq takes the form P rN ¤ p1pqs or P rN ¡ p1pqs. Hence, for any x P R, the
density ξppNq of ppNq satisfies ξppNqpxq  ξN pp1pxqq
pp1q1 pxq  ξN pp1pxqq { |p1 pp1pxqq| ¤
1{pcpσ
?
2piq, as the density of N , ξN , is bounded above by pσ
?
2piq1.
3.3.4 CFs and distributions of near normal random variables
Proposition 3.30. Let N be a normal RV with mean µ and variance σ2 and X a continuous
RV with Er|X|s   8. Denote with ϕX , ϕN and ΦX , ΦN the CFs and the distributions of X
and N , respectively. Assume there exist constants r ¡ 0, γ P p0, 1q and a function R : R Ñ R
such that |logϕXptq  logϕNptq| ¤ Rptq ¤ γσ2t2{2 holds on |t| ¤ r. Then
sup
xPR
|ΦNpxq  ΦXpxq| ¤
» r
r
Rptq
pi|t| exp

p1 γqσ
2t2
2


dt  12
?
2
pi3{2σr
.
Remark 3.12. The result is a consequence of the Smoothing theorem (see [Kol06, Thm. 2.5.2])
commonly used to prove Berry-Esseen-type bounds, that relate CFs and distribution functions
of RVs.
Proof. The Smoothing theorem implies
sup
xPR
|ΦNpxq  ΦXpxq| ¤
» r
r
|ϕNptq  ϕXptq| {ppi|t|qdt  24 sup
xPR
|Φ1Npxq|{ppirq.
Note that, for any z P C, it holds |ez  1| ¤ |z|e|z|. For z : logpϕXptq{ϕNptqq, this implies
|ϕXptq  ϕNptq| ¤ |ϕNptq|| logϕXptq  logϕNptq| expp| logϕXptq  logϕNptq|q, t P R.
The result follows from this inequality, supxPR |Φ1Npxq|  1{pσ
?
2piq and |ϕNptq|  eσ2t2{2:
» r
r
|ϕNptq  ϕXptq|
pi|t| dt ¤
» r
r
|ϕNptq|Rptq
pi|t| e
Rptqdt ¤
» r
r
Rptq
pi|t| exp

p1 γqσ
2t2
2


dt.
Lemma 3.31. Let X be RV with finite mean µ, variance σ2 and absolute third central moment
κ : E |X  µ|3. Then, the characteristic function ϕX of X satisfies:
logϕXptq 

iµt σ
2
2
t2

 ¤ κ|t|36   σ
4t4
4
, t P

 1
σ
,
1
σ

.
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Proof. The result can be established by combining the elementary bound
E

eipXµqt 
n¸
k0
pitqn
n!
pX  µqn
ﬀ ¤ |t|
n 1
pn  1q!E
|X  µ|n 1 , t P R
and the fact that z P C, |z| ¤ 1{2 implies |plogp1  zq  z| ¤ |z|2 (see [Wil91, p. 188] for both).
Lemma 3.32. Let N  Np0, σ2q and let u, v P R. The RV uN   vN2 has a characteristic
function that satisfies
logϕuN vN2ptq 

ivσ2t u
2σ2
2
t2

 ¤ 2v2σ4t2   2u2|v|σ4|t|3, t P

 1
4|v|σ2 ,
1
4|v|σ2

.
Proof. The CF ϕuN vN2 can be explicitly computed using standard tools of complex analysis
ϕuN vN2ptq  E

eipuN vN
2qt

 1?
1 2ivσ2t exp

 u
2σ2t2
2p1 2ivσ2tq


, t P R.
The rest can then be shown using the elementary inequalities: z P C, |z| ¤ 1{2 implies
|plogp1  zq  z| ¤ |z|2 and |1{p1 zq  1| ¤ 2|z|.
3.4 Examples and extensions
Theorem 3.1 above and [RR01, Sec. 2.2] suggest that the asymptotic variance of the estimator
Skpf   dpPdfˆ  fˆqq in CLT(Xd,f   dpPdfˆ  fˆq) for a d-dimensional target distribution is
Opd{ log dq times smaller than that of Skpfq. The basic massage of the present chapter is that
the process in the scaling limit of an MCMC algorithm contains useful information that can
be utilised to achieve significant savings in high dimensions. Since the literature on the scaling
limits of MCMC algorithms is extensive, see for instance [RR98, Be´d07, JLM15, MPS12, PST12,
DRVZ16] and the reference therein, it is a good idea to examine critically the assumptions that
underpin our result: (a) Xd is a RWM chain started in stationarity and (b) the target ρd of
Xd is of the IID product form. In this section we discuss briefly and without proofs what
such a result might be like if either of the assumptions in (a)–(b) were relaxed. The numerical
examples illustrate the reduction of the asymptotic variance in the setting of [RGG97] and
guide us when relaxing the assumption (b).
3.4.1 IID target distributions
We start with an example that demonstrates numerically the reduction of the asymptotic
variance obtained by using estimator Skpf   dpPdfˆ  fˆqq instead of Skpfq. We then discuss
briefly a potential extension of Theorem 3.1 to MALA and other chains with product targets,
started in and away from stationarity.
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Multi-modal product target
Let ρ to be a mixture of two normal densities Npµ1, σ21q and Npµ2, σ22q, with the first arising
in the mixture with probability 2{5 and µ1  3, µ2  4 and σ1  σ2  7{4. The potential of
the density ρ has two wells and is in a well know class arising in models of molecular dynamics,
see for instance [DLP16, Sec. 5.4]. Take the dimension of our chain to be d  50 and note that
the corresponding density ρd on Rd, defined in the introduction, has 250 modes. The problem
is to estimate the mean of the first coordinate ρdpfq, where fpxdq : xd1. A run of k  2  105
steps of a RWM algorithm with kernel Pd, defined in the beginning of Section 3.1, and the
optimal proposal variance l  2.38 [RGG97], started in stationarity, produces a RWM sample
tXdsus0,1,k1 and an estimate Skpfq of ρpfq.
To numerically solve the Poisson equation (3.5), substitute the derivatives of f and log ρ
with finite differences and use the estimate Skpfq for ρpfq. Recall that the standard deviation of
the proposal in our RWM algorithm is l{?d. The solver uses a grid of 100 points equally spaced
in the interval rmins¤k Xds,1 3  l{
?
d,maxs¤k Xds,1  3  l{
?
ds, where Xds,1 is the first coordinate
of the s-th sample point. We stipulate the numerical solution to be zero at the leftmost point of
the grid to obtain the linear system of full rank. Finally, we take f˜ to be the linear interpolation
of the solution on the grid. Note that this algorithm provides a crude approximation of the
solution of the Poisson equation (3.5). Moreover, its complexity is constant in dimension.
Using the same sample as above, estimate Skpf   dpPdf˜  f˜qq. Since the function Pdf˜  f˜
is not accessible in closed form, for every time s ¤ k we use IID Monte Carlo to estimate
the value pPdf˜  f˜qpXdsq as
°nMC
i11
 
1^ pρdpYd,i1s q{ρdpXdsqq
 
f˜pYd,i1s q  f˜pXdsq
	
{nMC , where
Yd,1s , . . . ,Y
d,nMC
s is an IID sample of size nMC  50 drawn from NpXds, l2{d  Idq. Note that
the cost of estimating pPdf˜  f˜qpXdsq is proportional to the evaluation of the target and does
not otherwise depend on the dimension d. Furthermore, the evaluation of the summands in
the estimator for pPdf˜  f˜qpXdsq can be parallelised (run on nMC  50 cores simultaneously),
further reducing the running time of the algorithm.
We measure the variance reduction due to the post processing above by comparing the
mean square errors of Skpfq and Skpf   dpPdf˜  f˜qq as estimators of ρpfq  6{5 over n  500
independent runs (of length k  2  105) of the RWM chain (analogously as in (2.37)),
rn,kpdq :
°n
i1pSikpfq  ρpfqq2°n
i1pSikpf   dpPdf˜  f˜qq  ρpfqq2
, (3.35)
where Sikpfq and Sikpf   dpPdf˜  f˜qq are the estimates obtained in the i-th independent run of
the chain. This yielded the empirical variance reduction of rn,kpdq  61.65. Even if we disregard
parallelisability of the algorithm and view it as approximately 50-time more computationally
expensive than a RWM estimator (since there are nMC  50 additional evaluations of the target
for each for each value the chain takes), the achieved 60-fold asymptotic variance reduction still
appears favourable.
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IID target for non-RWM chains in stationarity
Perhaps the most natural generalisation of Theorem 3.1 would be to the MALA and fast-MALA
chains in [RR98] and [DRVZ16], respectively. Both MALA and fast-MALA have Gaussian
proposals, which depend in a non-linear way on the current position of the chain, with variances
that scale as d1{3 and d1{5, respectively. If the chains are accelerated by the factors d1{3 and
d1{5, respectively, a non-trivial weak Langevin diffusion limit emerges in both cases. Hence
the form of the Poisson equation in (3.5) is preserved under both models, making it possible
to define the estimator analogous to the one suggested by Theorem 3.1. It is feasible that a
version of Theorem 3.3 can be established in this context using methods analogous to the ones
presented in this chapter.
IID target in the transient phase for the RWM chain
In practice the chain Xd is typically started away from stationarity. Since Xd is a positive Harris
chain by Proposition 1.8, the asymptotic variance in CLT(Xd,f   dpPdfˆ  fˆq) is independent
of the law of Xd1. Hence Theorem 3.1 holds as stated even if we start away from stationarity.
A numerical experiment using the model with parameters in Section 3.4.1 above, starting from
a normal distribution on Rd with mean zero and variance 100  Id, yielded rn,kpdq  58.19.
It is intuitively clear that starting far from stationarity cannot be good for the efficiency
of any MCMC estimator. In [JLM15] it is shown that if the law of Xd1 is m-chaotic, for some
probability measure m  ρ on R, the scaling limit described in Section 3.1 above has mean-field
behaviour of the McKean type, that is the limiting process is a continuous semimartingale with
characteristics that at time t depend on the law of the process at t. This makes the limiting
process itself time inhomogeneous and suggests that an appropriately chosen time-dependent
function fˆ could further reduce the constant in the bound of Theorem 3.1.
3.4.2 Non-IID target distributions
The class of target distributions considered in [Be´d07, BR08], preserves the independence (prod-
uct) structure but allows for a different, dimension dependent, scaling of each of the components
of the target law. If the proposal variances appropriately reflect the scaling in the target, each
component in the infinite dimensional limit is a Langevin diffusion. Again, as in Section 3.4.1
above, the estimator analogous to the one suggested by Theorem 3.1 can be applied directly.
The main question here is to determine the growth of the asymptotic variance of this estima-
tor as a function of the scaling of the proposal variance in the chain. This would require an
extension of Theorem 3.1 to this setting, which appears feasible.
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Non-product target density
A typical non-product target density considered in the literature [BRS09, MPS12, PST12] is a
projection of a probability measure Π on a separable real Hilbert space H onto a d-dimensional
subspace, where Π is given via its Radon-Nikodym derivative dΠ
dΠ0
pxq9 exppΨpxqq. Here Ψ is
a densely defined positive functional on H and Π0 is a Gaussian measure on H specified via a
positive trace-class operator on H (see [MPS12, Sec.2.1] for a detailed description and [BRS09]
for the motivation for this class of measures). A key feature of this framework is that there exists
an H-valued Langevin diffusion, driven by a cylindrical Brownian motion on H (a solution of
an SPDE), that describes the scaling limit of the appropriately accelerated sequence of chains
pXdqdPN, see [MPS12, PST12].
An estimator analogous to the one in the CLT(Xd,f dpPdfˆ fˆq) would require the solution
fˆ of the Poisson equation of the H-valued diffusion. While this might be a feasible strategy
theoretically, it would likely be difficult to numerically evaluate the solution fˆ . However,
inspired by the Simplified Langevin Algorithm in [BRS09], which uses as the proposal chain
an Euler scheme for the Langevin diffusion with target Π0 (not Π), we suggest constructing
the estimator Skpf   dpPdfˆ  fˆq for Πpfq, with fˆ the solution of the Poisson equation for
the Langevin diffusion converging to Π0 (not Π). This strategy is feasible as we are able to
produce good control variates for Gaussian product targets in high dimensions in the spirit of
Theorem 3.1, see Section 3.4.2 below. Moreover, this yields an unbiased estimator for Πpfq,
if the chain is started in stationarity. The main theoretical question in this context is to
find suitable assumptions on the functional Ψ in the Radon-Nikodym derivative above that
guarantee the asymptotic variance reduction as d Ñ 8. An improvement from polynomial to
logarithmic growth is unlikely because we are solving the Poisson equation for Π0 instead of Π.
However, the numerical example in Section 3.4.2 suggests that this idea works in practice for
at least one class of non-trivial high dimensional targets.
Gaussian targets in high dimensions
Let pi0 denote a Gaussian target on Rd with mean µ and covariance matrix diagpσ211, . . . , σ2ddq.
Inspired by [RR01, Thm. 5] and the proof of Theorem 3.1, a good control variate for the ergodic
average estimator for pi0pfq takes the form dpPdf˜  f˜q, where f˜ solves the ODE
f˜2    pB{Bxd1q log pi0 f˜ 1  2{h0plq  ppi0pfq  fq,
with h0plq : 2l2Φpl
?
J0{2q and J0 : 1{d 
°d
j2 1{σ2jj. In the case of the mean, fpxd1q  xd1,
we can solve the ODE explicitly: f˜pxd1q  2σ211{hplq  xd1.
If pi0 has a general non-degenerate covariance matrix Σ, we have an ODE analogous to the
one above for each eigen-direction of Σ. The control variate for the mean of the first coordinate,
fpxd1q  xd1, is then a linear combination of the control variates for the means in eigen-directions.
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Specifically, f˜ : Rd Ñ R in the estimator, analogous to the one in Theorem 3.1, takes the form
f˜pxdq  2{h0plq 
d¸
j1
xdjΣj1, h0plq  2l2Φpl
a
J0{2q and J0  1{d  TrppΣ1q2:d,2:dq. (3.36)
Note that f˜ does not depend on the mean of the target, a special feature of this setting. We
tested this control variate numerically and obtained similar levels of variance reduction as in
Section 3.4.1.
Numerical example: mean of a high dimensional non-product target density
For j  1, 2, let Vj be an orthogonal dd matrix and pij the density of Npµj, Id VjdiagpλjqV Jj q,
where µj P Rd, λj P r0,8qd. Define pi : ppi1   pi2q{2. In the following numerical experiment,
let d  20 and µj (resp. λj and Vj) be random draws from the uniform distribution on r1, 1sd
(resp. product of exponential distributions with mean λ  30 and Haar’s measure on the
d-dimensional orthogonal matrices simulated as in [Mez07]).
In order to estimate pipfq, where fpxd1q  xd1, we run n  500 independent RWM paths
tXd,is us0,...,k1 (started in stationarity and with proposal variance l2{d for l  2.38) of length
k  2 105 for i  1, . . . , n. In the i-th run, we obtain estimates Sikpfq of pipfq and SikpΣq P Rdd
of the covariance structure of the coordinates under pi based on the sample tXd,is us0,...,k1. De-
fine f˜i by (3.36) with Σ  SikpΣq and estimate Sikpf dPdf˜idf˜iq. Here, as in Section 3.4.1 above,
we compute pPdf˜ f˜qpXd,is q by Monte Carlo, simulating nMC  50 draws from NpXd,is , l2{d Idq
for every s  0, . . . , k  1. This algorithm effectively expresses pi as an absolutely continuous
measure with respect to the Gaussian density ppi0qi with the covariance matrix SikpΣq as dis-
cussed in Section 3.4.2 above. The empirical variance reduction, defined in (3.35), in this case
amounted to rn,kpdq  6.59.
To test that the particular choice of pi is not the reason for the reduction of the asymptotic
variance in the previous paragraph, we repeat the experiment with the following modification:
for each i  1, . . . , n (with k  500) sample a new target pii  ppi1,i   pi2,iq{2 following the
procedure above. Comparing the sums of the square errors of the estimators Sikpfq and Sikpf  
dPdf˜i  df˜iq, a method analogous to computing rn,kpdq, yields an improvement of 4.86.
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